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Foreword 

The West Lothian Criminal Justice Project was commissioned by the Lothian and 
Borders Criminal Justice Board in June 2004 to try to improve the summary justice 
system through a Systems Thinking methodology.  Critically, this approach has required 
that all participants in the system become involved in the change process. Thus, the 
project has included as active participants, not only procurators fiscal, courts and police 
but also sheriffs, social workers, legal aid and defence agents. Without such an inclusive 
approach, it is doubtful whether the project would have succeeded. 

The results of the project speak for themselves. End to end times from caution and charge 
to disposal have reduced from an average of 21 weeks to 8 weeks for any case in the 
system, regardless of marking; 70% of all cases are concluded within 13 weeks; tendering 
of pleas in first pleading diets has risen from 50% to 83%; submission of police standard 
prosecution reports has increased from 57% within 28 days to 83%. Not only are the 
quantitative results remarkable but staff throughout the system are positive and confident 
about the changes and do not want to return to the previous arrangements. 

Whilst it has to be conceded that the West Lothian jurisdiction is relatively small and that 
its new system could not necessarily simply be applied elsewhere, I, and my Criminal 
Justice Board, have sufficient confidence in the approach that we have authorised an 
extended pilot in Edinburgh, beginning in May 2007.  

This approach has delivered many of the improvements envisaged in the Report of the 
Summary Justice Review Committee1 published in January 2004, and will continue to 
make progress towards the more efficient disposal of summary criminal business. It has 
also identified one major area, legal aid, where further reform is critically needed.  

The achievements of this project are remarkable. I commend all those that have been 
involved and recommend the Report to you.     

 
 

 
 

Sheriff Principal E. F. Bowen QC 

 

                                                           
1  SCOTLAND. SUMMARY JUSTICE REVIEW COMMITTEE. The Summary Justice Review Committee Report to ministers. 

Edinburgh [Scottish Executive]. 2004. ISBN 0 7559 4072 5 
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Executive Summary 

The West Lothian Criminal Justice Project (WLCJP) has 
afforded criminal justice partners a unique opportunity to engage 
with each other in tackling the problems and inefficiencies that 
were widely recognised in the criminal justice system. Previous 
attempts to achieve change have been hampered, nationally, by 
individual organisations acting independently and without a full 
 was either causing or contributing to these problems. The 

traditional management approach has been to identify a particular aspect within the 
control of an agency and to then introduce a target. Commonly this method of ‘ensuring 
improvement’ is used across that agency nationally to demonstrate performance. It has 
certainly been the experience of the Project Team, mirrored elsewhere, that such changes 
‘in a vacuum’ frequently cause a negative effect overall. 

“In 25 years, this is the 
first time that the police 
have actually done 
anything that makes my 
job better”. 
Livingston Beat Officer 
 

understanding of what

                                                          

As the results of this report highlight, a collective approach to the examination and 
subsequent redesign of the summary justice system in West Lothian has resulted in a far 
quicker, more efficient process that is delivering benefits to everyone involved. In 
addition, the progress to date has developed an enhanced system of continuous 
monitoring and improvement.  

The improved communication channels between police officers and the Crown Office 
and Procurator Fiscal Service (COPFS), the introduction of Adult Warnings, the marked 
reduction in bureaucracy across the entire process and the speed with which the new 
process is capable of operating have had a very positive effect for the summary justice 
system in West Lothian, and for individuals involved.   

The results for the final analysis demonstrate that the end-to-end times from caution and 
charge to final determination have reduced from an average of: 

 150 days to 59 days (21 weeks to 8 weeks) for any general case in the system, 
regardless of marking; 
 197 days to 94 days for a case marked to court, either Sheriff or District; 
 100 days to 36 days for any non-court disposal of a case; 

The Upper Control Limits2 of these end-to-end times have reduced from:  

 472 days to 202 days for any general case in the system; 
 607 days to 233 days for a case marked to either court; 
 320 days to 110 days for any non-court disposal of a case; 

Additionally,  

 70% of all cases are concluded within 90 days; 
 75% of project reports are error free, when the figure within the previous system 

(see ‘Check’, section 1.1) was 20%; 
 

2  Control limits are the limits within which a process operates under normal conditions. They tell us how far we can expect sample 
end-to-end values to stray from the average given the variability of the process. Any end-to-end times within the upper or lower 
control limits can be said to be normal for the process. It was, therefore, normal for any case in the old system to take anything up 
to 472 days to reach closure. 
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 Adult warnings are capable of removing 14% from the standard reporting process. 

Systems Pictures 

The results of the project are best summarised through examination of the ‘Systems 
Picture – March, 2005’ in comparison to the ‘New Systems Picture – The First Twelve 
Months’, both of which appear on the following pages. In addition to the end-to-end 
times, evidenced above, these diagrams show that:  

 the types of report that the officers dealt with in the project, in terms of offences 
committed and the marking given to them by the Procurator Fiscal,  are practically 
the same as those examined under ‘Check’; 
 the capability of the officers to submit the reports timeously has dramatically 

improved; 
 the overall quality, as measured by the proportion of reports with mistakes, has 

significantly improved; 
 first callings at pleading diet for accused reported by undertaking have resulted in 

a 30% increase (to 83%) over ‘Check’ in the proportion of accused entering a plea; 
 first callings for summons cases have made no improvement over ‘Check’; 
 whilst intermediate diet (ID) and trial callings in the project still have a significant 

number of outcomes involving repeat work (New ID, New ID/Trial/etc) these have 
still improved on those experienced in ‘Check’; 
 Although there has only been a small number of remand diet callings, significantly 

more cases are being disposed of at first appearance than was the case in ‘Check’. 

These results, overwhelmingly, make this a good news story. 
While there is still much work to be done, the main players, 
across all the partners, have seen enough to accept the potential 
within the redesign and to expand and develop this approach 
further. 

Well before the end of the pilot year, local managers had begun 
the process of mainstreaming the redesigned system throughout 
the West Lothian jurisdiction. Results had convinced them that 
this was the way that all criminal justice should work in West Lothian and that they were 
prepared for a programme of continuous improvement. Others within the Lothian 
Criminal Justice Board area have already agreed progress through sanctioning the initial 
‘Check’ process within Edinburgh as a precursor to redesign there. 

“I am more than impressed 
and happy by the way in 
which the new criminal 
justice system works and 
find it heart-warming that 
people are still as 
enthusiastic about the new 
system now as they were 
when we started”. 
Clerk of Court 

Nationally, much work is being done to improve the summary justice system. The Project 
Team has always viewed itself and its processes as part of an ongoing experiment, with 
the results and processes available for consideration by others. The WLCJP provides an 
indication of things that worked and things that didn’t work, along with an understanding 
of why that was and what might be done to improve things further. 

It should be remembered, however, that all the elements of the WLCJP redesign were 
introduced to address particular problems, identified in ‘Check’. It  appears that some of 
the elements present within this redesign are being considered, in isolation, for 
introduction nationally. One major learning point from the WLCJP has been that all the 
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changes made were considered within the overall criminal justice process. The likely 
effects of any change were considered with a close interest in both the direct effect and 
the more distant changes that it would make elsewhere in the system. All our experience 
within this project would suggest that the introduction of any single element, in isolation, 
is likely to result in system failure. 

Areas for further consideration and Improvement 

One central tenet of the Systems Thinking approach is that it remains an iterative process. 
Whilst improvements have been highlighted above, the review has identified areas for 
further consideration and improvement. For a fuller examination of these aspects, see 
section 9 (page 34) of this report. 

The ability to issue ‘undertakings from the street’. Within the WLCJP, the use of 
undertaking has generated much of the overall success. It is clear that, by maximising the 
scope for reporting by this means, there is still scope for significant improvement.  

Expansion of the remit for Police Adult Warnings. The introduction of this aspect has 
shown that at least 14% of the police reporting volume be removed from normal process. 
There is scope for increasing this proportion, by re-examining the parameters that were 
developed specifically for the WLCJP. 

Further examination of the ‘no proceedings’ cases. In addition to the above, more work is 
required to tailor police reporting practice in the light of ‘no proceedings’ levels 
remaining constant. 

Summons Cases. In seeking to maximise the use of undertakings, it is recognised that a 
significant number of summons cases will remain with the associated service issues. This 
issue requires further consideration. 

Summary of Evidence. Following on from the experience of the Bonomy3 reforms, it was 
anticipated that the provision of a Summary of Evidence would bring similar, positive 
results including earlier pleas of guilt. Within the WLCJP, no benefit whatsoever could 
be discerned from the early provision of a summary of evidence to the defence. 

Legal Aid. Although certain changes to the Legal Aid provisions have been achieved, 
their impact has yet to be fully assessed. In addition, during the course of this pilot, 
different aspects of Legal Aid  have been cited as ‘impediments to improvement’ by 
defence agents. In order to allow a proper understanding of the overall position, further 
examination is clearly required. 

Other areas. In brief, more focus is required to re-examine the remaining causes of court 
continuations along with potential improvement surrounding statement processing. 

Clearly, ‘Systems Thinking’ works as a method of improving the overall summary justice 
system. Although the WLCJP redesign was developed entirely independently of the 
McInnes Report4, the pilot has represented a significant stride towards implementing 

                                                           
3  Bonomy, I. Improving Practice: The 2002 review of the practices and procedure of the High Court of Justiciary / by the 

Honourable Lord Bonomy, Edinburgh [Scottish Executive]. 2002. ISBN: 0 7559 0599 7 
4  SCOTLAND. SUMMARY JUSTICE REVIEW COMMITTEE. The Summary Justice Review Committee Report to ministers. 

Edinburgh [Scottish Executive]. 2004. ISBN 0 7559 4072 5  
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many of its recommendations, as well as bringing to life the vision of an overarching 
criminal justice system, proposed in the Normand Report5. In addition to achieving the 
headline aim, by reducing end-to-end times from 21 weeks to 8, staff morale has shown a 
marked improvement. Our overall experience reinforces the understanding that, with the 
full support and involvement of all the criminal justice partners, major improvements can 
be made to the system that will benefit everyone. 

 

 

 

                                                           
5  Normand, A. C. Proposals for the integration of aims, objectives and targets in the Scottish Criminal Justice System. Edinburgh 

[Scottish Executive]. 2003. 
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1 BACKGROUND 
The Lothian and Borders Criminal Justice Board6 was formed in 2003 following the 
publication of the Normand Report.  That Report tasked the Criminal Justice Board with 
establishing a set of overarching aims and objectives for the entire criminal justice system. 

The Criminal Justice Board embarked on a project, using an approach to the design and 
management of work in service organisations known as 'Systems Thinking’. 

1.1 The ‘Systems Thinking’ method 

Systems Thinking is a proven method of designing and managing work in the 
manufacturing sector.  In the past 20 years, the techniques have been transferred to the 
service industry.  The fundamental principles of this approach are: - 

CHECK 
o Understand demand 
o Obtain clarity of purpose of the system from the customer’s point of view 
o Understand work flow ie identify value work and waste 
o Understand the capability of the system to respond to demand 
o Identify the conditions that help or hinder performance 
o Identify measures that relate to the purpose of the system 

PLAN 
o Identify value steps from the customer’s point of view 
o Redesign process flows 
o Tackle the main system conditions eg new structure, new measures, new 

job roles 
o Predict outcomes and have measures which allow evaluation 
o Engage management in understanding the main system conditions and 

how to act to resolve them 

DO 
o Experiment with demand using the redesigned process flows 
o Act on system to remove system conditions  
o Evaluate and return to ‘Check’ 

This approach promotes a different way of thinking about and acting on the measurement 
of performance in particular by understanding why the system acts and performs in its 
current way.  By understanding what happens and why, it is possible to focus attention on 
the major blocks to the progress of work.  The removal of these blockages speeds up 
workflow, removes wasteful work from the system and increases capacity to undertake 
other work.  In addition, staff at all levels become engaged in improvement of the service. 
Through time, this approach is embraced to the extent that this attitude to work design 

                                                           
6 The members of the Criminal Justice Board, the Project Board and the Project Team are listed at Appendix C of this report. 
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becomes an integral way of working, providing the potential to embed a continuous 
improvement ethos into everyday life.  

In light of the pressures currently imposed on the criminal justice system, it is an excellent 
way of providing understanding of what needs to be done to improve the service offered to 
the public across all organisational boundaries. 

1.2 Project Remit 

Following the Systems Thinking method, the project was delivered in three stages. Each 
stage had its own specific remit and deliverables. In essence, however, the overall remit 
involved: 

 Examination and analysis of the core processes from incident report to final 
determination or court disposal (The ‘Check’ Report);  
 Recommendation of changes that improve speed, efficiency, and effectiveness of 

the criminal justice system (The Redesign Report). 
 Experimentation based on the proposed redesign and its underlying principles in 

order to reduce core end-to-end times, whilst maintaining or improving the quality 
of the service provided (The current project). 

Given the aim of reducing end-to-end times within the summary justice environment, it 
was considered that cases where the accused made their initial appearance from police 
custody should be omitted from the project. Custody reports are atypical and their 
administrative processes are manifestly different from all other cases. There is a legal 
requirement for an accused, in custody cases, to make their initial court appearance on the 
next lawful day, removing any scope for designing elements that might lead, overall, to 
quicker police reporting times.  

Reports relating to juvenile offenders represent a sizable proportion of the total number of 
charge reports compiled by the police. These are submitted through the Reporter to the 
Children’s Panel, take a different administrative route and except in exceptional 
circumstances, do not result in court appearances. Accordingly, juvenile reports were not 
included as part of the West Lothian Criminal Justice Project. 

Once the scope was agreed, a team was established comprising individuals who, although 
representing their own organisations, were chosen principally, for their breadth of 
experience in the key areas required for the review.   

1.3 The Check Report 

On 14th March, 2005, the Lothian and Borders Criminal Justice Board (CJB) was presented 
with the results of ‘Check’, a 6 month examination of the summary criminal justice system 
from caution and charge to final disposal. The ‘Check’ report included a systems picture 
giving a graphic representation of value work, flow and waste within the West Lothian 
jurisdiction. (A copy of the Check systems picture is included at Page (vi)). The associated 
figures and percentages are based on 11,600 cases completed within the jurisdiction during 
2003 and 2004. The report detailed a number of significant problems running across the 
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entire process; from delays in police reporting to numerous and wasteful continuations at 
each diet type for cases proceeding to court.  

The Systems Thinking approach argues that there can be no material change to the overall 
performance of a process until the underlying principles are changed.  In the case of the 
criminal justice system it was important to challenge certain (management) assumptions 
which had apparently underpinned performance over the years. It was vital to present the 
areas of impediment along with examples of how underlying management assumptions 
actually inhibited performance. This approach helped those affected to actively change 
their views. Within the police, the removal of traditional ‘layers’ of checking, allowing 
access to Fiscal Reporting and an Adult Warning option were aspects that were initially 
viewed with extreme concern. It was ‘assumed’ that such changes would result in 
‘widespread abuse’ and deterioration in performance. These changes only came about on 
commencement of the pilot and consequently it is extremely unlikely that data taken more 
recently would demonstrate any significant improvement over ‘Check’.  In addition, the 
criminal justice system takes a long time to process a case and it was essential to establish 
the point where cases were closed and measure times backwards from that point.   

The CJB appointed a Redesign Team to examine the results and conclusions of ‘Check’ 
and to present its findings and proposals for redesigning the summary justice process. 
Once again, the team members were selected for their understanding and experience of the 
operational processes involved across the several specialist areas within the criminal 
justice system. 

1.4 The Redesign Team examination of ‘Check’  

After examining the ‘Check’ data, the main observations of the redesign team were that: 

 Police officers should focus on obtaining full details at first contact, rather than 
trying to remain available to respond to calls. It was clear that returning, several 
times, to complainers, witnesses and accused was counterproductive and added 
significantly to overall timescales.  Given the work involved has to be done at some 
point, it is clearly more efficient to do it immediately; 
 Even after all information has been gathered, established police processes 

significantly increased report submission times. By requiring that reports progress 
through various checking layers prior to transmission to the Procurator Fiscal, a 
significant delay can be built in, with questionable increase in the quality of the end 
product.  Checking implies a lack of trust in the staff involved in preparing the 
initial report and effectively removes overall responsibility from report quality and 
timescale from that member of staff; 
 Typing backlogs often delayed report submission.  Officers did not have access to 

Fiscal Reporting and so they submitted their reports to typists who transferred the 
report from MS Word to Fiscal Reporting. There was an assumption officers could 
not be trusted to use fiscal reporting responsibly; 
After considering the previous three items, it became clear that the reporting officer 
has only limited control over submission times; 
 In addition, there is a national 28-day target for the submission of summons reports.  

Any target is likely to introduce ‘student syndrome’ where the work is going to be 
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left to the last possible moment, as suggested by the target. In other words, the 
report will not be submitted ‘as soon as possible’ but will be produced with an eye 
on the 28-day period that seems to be available.  Somewhere towards the end of that 
28-day period comes the point where officers find they do not have all the 
information required to complete the report; 
 Although only 54% of all police reports to the Procurator Fiscal result in a court 

marking, a standard reporting format has to be used for every report submitted.  
Enforcement of standardisation in this format clearly increases workload, in this 
case by some 46% because reports which are finally marked for a fiscal disposal 
will, by their nature, not require the same depth of information; 
 Further to the point above, officers had no direct access to a Procurator Fiscal to 

discuss the content of a report, with both the quality and content of the report being 
decided solely by the force system for checking it.  Yet, the view of the Procurator 
Fiscal remained that the standard of report writing was good enough for him to be 
able to do his job.  The question facing the redesign team was – whether the 
checking process itself contributed to the quality of the end product or if it merely 
added significantly to the end-to-end time without any increase in standard; 
 The existing system assumed it was not possible to provide a court date to an 

accused except by progression through the office of the Procurator Fiscal and then 
by recorded delivery.  ‘Check’ showed that this resulted in many of the cases at 
pleading diet being continued because the Procurator Fiscal was unable to confirm 
that the Copy Complaint had been served; 
 The purpose of an intermediate diet (ID) was to establish that everyone was ready 

to go to trial.  Yet within ‘Check’ 42% of cases calling at ID were found to have 
some issue unresolved resulting in a continuation of the ID; 
 There were very few trials which were evidence led, with many pleas of guilty 

being submitted on the day of the trial; 
 Remand diets were frequently continued due to the unavailability of the social 

enquiry report; 
 Within the summary process, each type of court appearance suffers from 

predictable impediments, preventing progress of individual cases. Court capacity is 
severely reduced, and end-to-end times dramatically lengthened, through cases 
being repeatedly re-scheduled. The additional burden of administration, directly 
attributable to this regular rescheduling, is resource intensive. 

The subsequent ‘Plan’ (or Redesign) and ‘Do’ (or Pilot) phases were based directly on the 
‘Check’ system picture. The percentages and causal explanations ably highlighted the 
areas that the Redesign Team had to focus on to achieve the most significant change.  The 
Redesign Team knew from their understanding of Systems Thinking that only if these 
areas were tackled would significant improvement in the entire summary criminal justice 
system be achieved.  Such a level of improvement, additionally, could only be achieved by 
being prepared to work consistently across organisational boundaries. 

1.5 The Redesign Process 

The redesign process centred on directly addressing the areas of blockage identified in 
‘Check’.  The following is a list of the main changes that formed the original redesign: 
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 Officers would strive to obtain all the necessary information at the earliest 
opportunity. Ideally, this would be at initial attendance, removing the need for 
return visits and reducing overall reporting timescales.   
 As part of that process, officers would ask witnesses for holiday periods or other 

dates to be avoided when scheduling trials. Within the old system cases could take 
up to 1.5 years to reach conclusion so it would have been a meaningless exercise to 
ask witnesses of their availability to attend trial.  With a much shortened time 
period between incident and trial it would be very valid to know witness availability 
to avoid predictable adjournments.   
 ‘Check’ identified that only 50% of pleading diets resulted in a plea and that the 

main reasons were non-appearance of the accused and lack of instruction to the 
agent. One significant underlying aspect, to both, is that the standard method of 
issuing a summons doesn’t provide sufficient confidence that delivery has been 
affected. Consequently, there is no certainty that the accused knew that they were 
supposed to be in court and robust enforcement action cannot be required.  In 
addition, there is an underlying assumption that the only way to inform an accused 
of a court date to enter a plea is by recorded delivery. 
 Specifically to address these aspects, the default position within the redesign is that 

accused are taken to the custody suite for processing if the offence permits.  Release 
is then through an ‘undertaking’ to appear, so that the accused is aware when their 
court appearance will be, where it will be and what it will be for. The Team made 
additions to the existing undertaking forms to include the police charge details and 
incorporated an information sheet, stressing the need to consult a solicitor on 
release and listing items that the accused ought to bring to court with them if they 
were seeking to claim legal aid. Where an accused has a named solicitor that 
already acts for them, all the details would also be faxed to that solicitor before the 
accused left the custody suite. 
 Within the existing process, submission of a standard prosecution report is the only 

method by which reporting officers can deal with a case, despite the ‘Check’ data 
confirming that the Fiscal will only ever mark 54% of all reports for court. The 
redesign team made use of a pre-existing protocol between the Association of Chief 
Police Officers Scotland (ACPOS) and the Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal 
Service (COPFS) covering Police Adult Warnings, to develop an Adult Warning 
Protocol specifically for the Project. If a case fell within the agreed parameters, then 
a warning letter would be sent to the accused by the police and no report would be 
transmitted to the Procurator Fiscal; 
 A dedicated Procurator Fiscal Depute would be available to reporting officers who 

would tailor their reporting behaviour through discussion of cases with him before 
compiling a report, rather than during or after; 
 Officers should be able to process their reports directly, using the Fiscal Reporting 

computer platform that is ultimately used to electronically transmit reports from the 
police to the Procurator Fiscal. 
 A Case Progression Officer post would be introduced, with responsibility for 

progressing reports within the appropriate timescale and only ensuring that the case 
is technically capable of being transmitted (in other words, responsibility for the 
report would be firmly attached to the Reporting Officer). The Case Progression 
Officer would be co-located with the dedicated Procurator Fiscal Depute, providing 
another conduit for advice and assistance to reporting officers  
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 Undertaking court lists would be displayed in agents’ rooms across the jurisdiction, 
allowing agents to identify existing clients and make contact with them, in the event 
that the client had omitted to inform their agent. This would reduce the number of 
occasions when a plea could not be entered due to lack of instruction; 
 Existing Legal Aid Board regulations did not allow an agent to be paid for 

representing a client at pleading diet unless that agent happened to be the designated 
duty solicitor for that court on that day. The Team agreed to pursue a change to the 
legislation that would allow payment. 
 The Procurators Fiscal Service agreed to contact those accused who had provided a 

mobile telephone number, using a text message to remind them of their court 
appearance. 
 On the morning of the court, time and accommodation were introduced at 

Livingston Sheriff Court Annexe, allowing agents to speak with their clients prior 
to the pleading diet. 
 The Sheriffs agreed to call over the court list at the allotted time and issue a non-

appearance warrant to the police for accused who were not there. A dedicated police 
team would be present, on each court day, and would attempt to trace and arrest the 
accused with the aim of bringing them before the court that day to make their 
allotted appearance 
 Criminal Justice Social Workers have a duty to supply certain reports to inform 

sentencing decisions. In ‘Check’ only 27% of remand diets were productive and the 
main reason for failure was non-availability of these reports. It became clear that 
the existing system required one designated social worker to be present in the court. 
The Sheriff Clerk then produced a list of reports for the social worker at the end of 
each sitting. The social worker then had to physically trace and interview those 
accused before compiling the necessary reports. The redesign provided both 
additional staffing and interview facilities that would allow the interview to be held 
before the accused left the court. 

Following the presentation of the Redesign Report, it was proposed that the findings be 
tested in Livingston to assess whether the new process as described above, designed to 
‘Systems Thinking’ principles, could deliver a summary justice system to meet the 
following objectives/aims: 

 Fair to victims and accused; 
 Effective in deterring, punishing and rehabilitating offenders; 
 Efficient in the use of time and resources; and  
 Simple and quick in delivery. 

 

The Criminal Justice Board, at its meeting on 15 June, 2005 agreed to implement the 
redesign. 

1.6 McInnes report 

The Report of the Summary Justice Review Committee7 (hereafter refered to as the 
McInnes Report) chaired by Sheriff Principal McInnes had a number of key 

                                                           
7  SCOTLAND. SUMMARY JUSTICE REVIEW COMMITTEE. The Summary Justice Review Committee Report to 

ministers. Edinburgh [Scottish Executive]. 2004. ISBN 0 7559 4072 5 
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recommendations of interest in relation to the findings of this review.  ‘Check’ provided a 
benchmark of the existing capability of the system to perform, against which any changes 
made could be monitored and tested.  Some of the content of the following McInnes 
Report recommendations are of particular interest because they have been a significant part 
of the redesign.  The numbers of the relevant McInnes recommendations are shown in 
brackets: 

 Options for the police in relation to minor cases which do not require to be reported 
for prosecution (11,13); 
 “We recommend that there ought to be reasonable consistency across the country in 

relation to types of case which the police are directed not to report. We recommend 
that the proposed criminal justice boards should address this issue”. (8.6 – 8.11, 12.) 
 Reporting to the Procurator Fiscal. “We believe there is scope for abbreviated 

reports to be prepared in a range of cases and note the recommendation in the 
ACPOS/COPFS joint protocol on police reports on this matter. We suggest that the 
use of abbreviated reports be kept under review by criminal justice boards to ensure 
that the most effective use is made of police and COPFS resources”. (10.1 – 10.9) 
(21); 
 Better communication between Procurators Fiscal and police at an early stage 

(41,42,43); 
 Undertakings to appear in court (44,45,47,48,49); 
 We recommend that, as a third phase, consideration should be given to the 

introduction of a system of undertakings completed by police officers elsewhere 
than at a police station. (13.13) (46). 
 Encouraging early pleas (50,51,52,53); 
 Prioritisation of cases. “We recommend that efforts to speed up the system as a 

whole should take precedence over prioritisation of some types of case and over the 
introduction of further specialised courts”. (Ch. 18) (73). 
 Citing witnesses (77); 
 Witness statements (90); 
 Trial Diet (100); 
 Social enquiry reports (117,118,119); 
 How will we know whether the changes we recommend are working? 

(135,137,138,139,140). 
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2 CAPABILITY OF THE NEW PROCESS 

2.1 End-to-end times 

The fundamental aim of the West Lothian Criminal Justice Project 
was to reduce the overall length of time from caution and charge to 
case conclusion; the ‘end-to-end’ time.   

‘Check’ identified that, for any case, regardless of how a case was 
marked, it could take an average of 150 days and anything up to 47
reach conclusion. Where cases were marked to Sheriff Court, it could take an average of 
177 days and anything up to 584 days.   

The average duration of 
a case under the old 
system was 21 weeks, 
but it was normal to take 
anything up to 67 weeks. 

3 days for a case to 

of the mean and are not

                                                          

The implemented redesigned process was aimed at addressing the bottlenecks that were a 
causal factor in these high end-to-end times.  

By 30th September 2006, 73% (1,016) of the 1,397 cases recorded on the project had 
reached conclusion.  As 381 cases were still pending at this point, it was not possible to 
base end-to-end capability figures on the complete twelve-month cycle of the project.  The 

figures presented below, therefore, are taken from cases created in 
the first 6-8 months of the project, unless stated otherwise.  These 
figures represent the upper control limit (UCL) and average end-
to-end times of the new process in comparison to those 
experienced in ‘Check’.  These figures detail the variation within 
the normal functioning of the process within 3 standard deviations 
 simply a representation of the worst cases (or outliers as they are 

sometimes known).   

From an average of 21 
weeks to one of 8 weeks.  
From a UCL of 67 weeks to 
one of 29 weeks. 
70% concluded within 90 
days 

Taken as a whole, regardless of Procurator Fiscal or Court disposal, end-to-end times have 
reduced in the new process from an UCL of 473 days to one of 202 days and an average of 
150 days to an average of 59 days8.  In simple terms, this is reduction from an average of 
approximately 21 weeks to one of approximately 8 weeks.   

Whilst general cases took an average of 59 days to reach conclusion, the actual proportion 
of all cases concluded within 59 days was 56%. However, by the 90-day (3 month) mark, 
70% of all cases had reached conclusion. 

The average time from caution and charge to disposal for accused reported by undertaking 
was 59 days with an upper control limit of 180 days (any marking). The average time from 
caution and charge to final disposal for accused reported by summons was 70 days with an 
upper control limit of 194 days.  

Similar reductions can be demonstrated when examining end-to-end times by marking 
category, charge type and for cases marked to Sheriff Court, as shown in table 1, below. 

 
 

8  By 14th November, cases for 97% (453) of the accused charged in the first 6 months of the project had reached closure. This 
calculation, therefore excludes the pending cases of 13 of 466 accused..  
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1. End-to-end times, any marking 2. End-to-end times, by charge type 
(any marking) 

 Check  Project  Offence Check Project 
 UCL Av UCL Av  UCL Av UCL Av 
Police Warning9 - - 23 7 RTA 411 151 163 66 
 BOP 479 142 199 63 
Fiscal Fine 182 111 126 48 Theft/Shoplift/Etc 600 175 155 41 
Fiscal Warning 125 48 49 20 Assault 553 167 195 53 
No Proceedings 285 80 65 25 Drugs 448 135 184 54 
All Fiscal10 356 109 110 36 Other 505 146 187 57 
  
Sheriff11 584 177 247 94  
District12 418 173 257 104 3. End-to-end times, (Sheriff Court) 
All court13 619 203 236 90  Check Project 
  UCL Av UCL Av 
Any case, regardless of marking 473 150 202 59 RTA 424 147 230 80 

BOP 599 200 221 89 
Theft/Shoplift/Etc 654 194 297 93 
Assault 638 224 221 96 
Drugs14 798 257 - - 

 

 

Other - - 229 82 
Table 1: End to end times 

End-to-end times for District court accused by crime type and for individual non-court 
disposals, by crime type  (No Pro, Fiscal Fine, Fiscal Warning, Diversion, other) could not 
be included in the above table due to insufficient data at the time of the analysis.  

2.2 Questions of Validity 

Table 1 demonstrates a major improvement by the new process in achieving the main 
stated aim of the project, notably to reduce overall end-to-end times. The obvious question 
on seeing such a significant visible improvement is to ask, “Can these results be taken at 
face value?”  This in turn leads to the following questions: - 

 Are the cases and accused that have been through the new system comparable on a 
like-for-like basis with those that were examined in ‘Check’? 
 If the cases are on a like-for-like basis, have sufficient numbers passed through the 

new process to test it robustly and to provide reliable results? 

                                                           
9  By 14th November 2006, all police warning cases created since the inception of the warnings pilot had reached conclusion. The 

Upper Control limit is therefore based on 100% closure of all cases.  
10  By 14th November 2006, all of the cases that had received a non-court marking since the inception of the project had reached 

conclusion. The end-to-end calculations are, therefore, based on 100% closure of all cases.  
11  Between 26th September, 2005 and 31st May, 2006, 303 accused had been charged and marked to the Sheriff court. By 14th 

November, 2006, 280 of these accused had seen their cases reach closure. The end-to-end calculations for project accused are, 
therefore, based on 92% closure of cases. 

12  Between 26th September 2005 and 30th April 2006, 59 accused had been charged and marked to the District court. By 14th 
November 56 of these accused had seen their cases reach closure. The end-to-end calculations for project accused are, therefore, 
based on 95% closure of cases. 

13  Between 26th September, 2005 and May 31st 2006, 345 accused had been charged and marked to court (either Sheriff or District). 
By 14th November, 317 of these accused had seen their cases reach closure. The end-to-end calculations for project accused are, 
therefore, based on 92% closure of cases.    

14  It was not possible to verify the end-to-end times for project accused marked to the Sheriff court for drugs offences due to an 
insufficient number of this type of case. 
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The answers to the above questions are covered in the following sections of this report. In 
summary, though, it can be stated that there is no significant difference between the cases 
examined in ‘Check’ and those recorded as part of the project. As 27% of cases were still 
active at 30th September 2006, the end-to-end times are based on accused cautioned within 
the first six to eight months of the project, depending on marking type. This ensured that 
calculations were based on as near to 100% completion as possible and that significant 
numbers were involved to test the system robustly.  

If we accept then that the cases are like-for-like and that significant numbers have been 
through the new process, the next questions become: 

 What were the contributing factors to the current performance, and  
 Are the improvements generated from them sustainable in the long term? 

The new process targeted two main areas perceived to be the main contributing factors to 
the poor performance of the pre-existing summary justice system in West Lothian; late 
submission and poor quality of reports to the Procurator Fiscal and the very high 
proportion of wasted and repeat callings at each diet type in the court process. The 
following sections detail the performance of these aspects of the process over the last 
twelve months and the extent to which they have contributed to the current performance as 
outlined in table 1.  

3 THE SET-UP AND ANALYSIS OF THE PROJECT 
The experimental stage of the West Lothian Criminal Justice Project involved the 
implementation of a redesigned summary justice process, taking in all summons and 
undertaking police reports submitted by 70 police officers based at Livingston Police 
Station (LV). For the reasons outlined in the Background section, above, the experiment 
did not involve the Custody and Juvenile reports created by officers attached to the project.  

Between 26th September 2005 and 9th May 2006, the project was limited to taking only the 
reports of 70 officers, as outlined, above. From 10th May 2006 an additional 104 officers 
were added to the project from the stations of Armadale (AR), Blackburn (BB), Bathgate 
(BT), Fauldhouse (FH) and Whitburn (WH), taking the total number up to 174. Whilst the 
expansion did alter the balance between those reported by undertaking and those reported 
by summons (the effects of which are outlined in Section 6), it did not have a negative 
impact on the overall ability of officers to prepare and submit their reports, as evidenced in 
Section 4.3.1 below. 

A single dedicated Procurator Fiscal Depute was responsible for marking these cases and 
for appearing at any subsequent court diets resulting from a marking to court. An office 
was established within Livingston Sheriff Court Annexe that co-located a police Case 
Progression Unit (one police constable and administrative support), the Procurator Fiscal 
Depute (with part-time administrative support), the Clerk of Court and a social worker 
(with administrative support). 
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The Sheriff Court Annexe 

Cases marked to the Sheriff Court appeared at the Annexe on a Tuesday for any pleading 
diets and a Thursday for any intermediate, trial or remand diets. The courtroom at the 
Annexe was dedicated to project cases on these days, allowing for a separation between 
project cases and historic and new non-project cases being dealt with in Linlithgow. On 
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays the Annexe courtroom reverted to its original purpose 
of handling non-project cases that had been marked originally to Linlithgow.  

The District Court 

The District Court is located in the same building as the 
Sheriff Annexe, allowing in most cases for the single 
dedicated Procurator Fiscal Depute to alternate between 
Sheriff and District callings. Although the District court 
followed the same business pattern as the Sheriff court in 
terms of project cases appearing on a Tuesday and Thursday, it 
did not separate project and non-project callings. Therefore, in 
most instances, project cases would be mixed in with non-

project cases and as the callings are usually heard in date order with the oldest case called 
first, project cases could often be last on the list.  The outcome of this is reflected in the 
relatively poor performance of project cases at the District Court, as outlined in Section 6, 
below. 

Comparing the project cases against ‘Check’. 

The Background section of this report mentions the work covered in 
the ‘Check’ analysis. Amongst other research, ‘Check’ involved the 
analysis of 11,610 cases that had reached closure over a two-year 
period up to December 2004. It also involved a three-month data 
collection exercise examining all the outcomes from each of the diets 
at Sheriff and District courts and the reasons for continuations resulting from them. This 
data provided the capability measures as discussed in the ‘Check’ report and illustrated in 
the ‘Check’ systems picture. 

In the current project, a database was developed to collect information relevant to each 
case. This included charges, accused, diets, markings, etc., to allow a comparison with the 
11,610 cases collected for ‘Check’. Data was also collected manually within the Sheriff 
and District court to obtain outcomes and information on continuations. This latter exercise 
involved the collection of data for both project and non-project cases appearing at the 
court. Additionally, the police computer system OSS Case was examined to determine the 
proportion of the Divisional workload that the project had accounted for. This data also 
provided information on reporting timescales for project and non-project cases. 

In the sections that follow, therefore, where tables show results for ‘Check’, project cases 
and non-project cases, it is the information from the above outlined sources that is being 
compared. 

Project and non-project 
cases were not separated in 
the District Court, as they 
were in the Sheriff Court.  
This is a major reason for 
the relatively poor 
performance of project 
cases within the District 
Court. 

There is no signif-
icant difference 
between the cases 
examined in ‘Check’ 
and those recorded on 
the project. 
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Tables 14-17 in Appendix A compare the charges and accused recorded in the project 
against those examined in ‘Check’.  As these tables show, there is no significant difference 
between the types of cases examined in ‘Check’ and the cases dealt with on the project. 

4 THE FRONT END OF THE PROCESS – THE POLICE 

4.1 Cases Recorded 

Between 26th September 2005 and 30th September 2006, 7,170 reports were created on the 
case creation database of Lothian and Borders Police, OSS Case. These cases broke down 
as shown in Table 2. 

 Total  
Cases 

Project  
Cases 

Rest  
of Div 

Cases not  
relevant 

Juvenile and non “LI” cases 860 - - 860 
Warrant Cases 889  889 889 
Not reported 64 11 53 64 
Created in error 1 1  1 
Pending completion 88 8 80 0 
Adult Warning Cases 194 189 5 0 
Cases submitted to the PF 5,074 1,200 3,874 0 
Total Cases 7,170 1,409 4,901 1814 
Less non-relevant cases 5,356 1,397 3,959 - 

Table 2: Breakdown of OSS Case results 

Of the original 7,170 cases created on OSS Case 5,356 are new cases relevant to the adult 
summary justice system. Juvenile cases are not relevant to the objectives of the project and 
so have been removed. Custody warrants have also been removed as they relate to cases 
that have already been reported to the Procurator Fiscal.  Reports created in error and cases 
that are “Not reported” have also been removed as they do not reach the Procurator Fiscal 
and no further relevant action will be taken on them.   

The remaining 5,356 cases are detailed in Table 3.  As this shows, the project accounts for 
26% of all new adult cases (62% of the Division’s undertakings; 19% of its summons, 33% 
of its reports for warrant and 98% of its police warnings).  As the project was not designed 
to deal with custody cases, these were removed to create a like-for-like comparison with 
the rest of the Division.  Of the remaining 4,063 cases, the project accounts for 34% 
(1,397), in total. 

 Total  
Cases 

% of  
total  

Project  
Cases 

% of  
row 

Rest of  
Division 

% of  
row 

Custodies 1,293 24% - - 1293 100% 
Undertakings 1,041 19% 643 62% 398 38% 
Summons 2,683 50% 516 19% 2,167 81% 
Reports for warrant 144 3% 47 33% 97 67% 
Adult Warnings 195 4% 191 98% 4 2% 
Total 5,356 100% 1,397 26% 3,959 74% 
Less custodies 4,063  1,397 34% 2,666 66% 

Table 3: Breakdown of OSS CASE results  
(excluding non-relevant cases) based on the “Report Type” column 

Of the 2,666 non-project cases, 1,748 were submitted by officers outwith the scope of the 
project and 781 by project officers prior to being given training or joining the project.  The 
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remaining 137 cases potentially should have been on the project (increasing the number of 
cases by 9.81% to 1,534) but due to a process error, either on the part of the Reporting 
Officer or of the marking Procurator Fiscal, were instead marked to Linlithgow.   

 Excluding Custodies Including Custodies 

Project Quarter Proj. Non- 
Proj Total. Proj. Non- 

Proj Total. 

Q1 (26/9 – 31/12) 18% 82% 100% 14% 86% 100% 
Q2 (01/01 – 31/3) 21% 79% 100% 16% 84% 100% 
Q3 (01/04 – 30/6) 44% 56% 100% 33% 67% 100% 
Q4 (01/07 – 30/09) 60% 40% 100% 44% 56% 100% 
Total 34% 66% 100% 26% 74% 100% 
Sept – 9th May 21% 79% 100% 16% 84% 100% 
May - Sept 56% 44% 100% 42% 58% 100% 
Q1 (26/9 – 31/12) 207 949 1156 207 1262 1469 
Q2 (01/01 – 31/3) 204 784 988 204 1091 1295 
Q3 (01/04 – 30/6) 445 569 1014 445 906 1351 
Q4 (01/07 – 30/09) 541 364 905 541 700 1241 
Total 1,397 2,666 4,063 1,397 3,959 5,356 
Sept – 9th May 532 1,991 2,523 532 2,748 3,280 
May - Sept 865 675 1540 865 1211 2,076 

Table 4: Project Cases as a proportion of F Div Adult Summary Cases 

Overall, the project has accounted for 34% of all comparative cases 
created within F Division. However, as Table 4 details, this 
proportion has changed over time as the project has expanded, from 
18% during the first quarter of the project to 60% of cases created in 
the final quarter of the project.  During the initial phase from 26th September 2005 to 9th 
May 2006 (when the project included only work submitted by approximately 70 beat 
officers from Livingston Police Station (LV)), the project accounted for 21% of all 
comparative cases created in the Division.  From 10th May to 30th September, during which 
time the cases of 104 officers from Armadale (AR), Blackburn (BB), Bathgate (BT), 
Fauldhouse (FH) and Whitburn (WH), police stations were added the project accounted for 
56% of all comparative cases. 

Following the expansion, 
the project accounted for 
60% of the Division’s 
reports (exc. Custodies. 

Before the expansion of the project in May, the project was capable of generating anything 
between 4 and 29 reports per week (Av. 16); after the expansion, anything between 23 and 
57 (Av. 40). Over the year, the Division as a whole (inc. custody reports) was capable of 
creating anything between 68 and 135 reports per week (Av. 101).   

The balance between 
summons and 
undertakings equalised, 
with obvious negative 
effects for the project.  

4.2 Report Types 

Table 5 details the breakdown of report type at each station on the 
project. Prior to May 10th 2006, project cases were only submitted 
by selected teams at Livingston Police Station (as detailed in the 
“Pre-Exp Total” column of the table).  During this time, the 52% of 
reports reaching the Procurator Fiscal were undertaking cases and 
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32% were summons.  Since the project was expanded to cover officers at Armadale (AR), 
Blackburn (BB), Bathgate (BT), Fauldhouse (FH) and Whitburn (WH)15, the balance 
between undertakings and summons has practically equalised.  

The main reason for this appears to be that non-Livingston officers tend to deal with a 
significant number of road traffic offences, most of which are not arrestable offences and 
therefore have to be dealt with on the street rather than taking an accused into custody. 
This leaves them with no option but to proceed with a summons report rather than an 
undertaking.  As section 6.1 details in relation to summons cases, only 50% of first 
pleading diet callings at Sheriff Court and only 45% of District court callings result in a 
plea being submitted.   However, it is anticipated that the balance should shift back in 
favour of undertakings when officers are given the power to issue undertakings in the 
street, towards the end of 2007.  

LV  
Pre-
Exp. 

Post 
Exp. 

AR BT WH BB,FH, 
LG, MC 

Post 
Exp. 
Total 

Overall 
Total 

 % % % % % % % % 
Und 52% 44% 36% 42% 48% 33% 40% 46% 
Sum 32% 35% 54% 39% 42% 54% 42% 37% 
Warn 14% 16% 13% 14% 5% 13% 13% 14% 
R W 2% 5% 2% 4% 5%  5% 3% 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
         
Und 279 183 31 79 63 8 364 643 
Sum 174 147 54 73 55 13 342 516 
Warn 75 67 15 27 6 3 116 191 
R W 9 22 2 8 6 - 38 47 
Total 537 419 100 187 130 24 860 1397 

Table 5: Report type – Breakdown by main stations  

4.3 The Reporting Process 

‘Check’ revealed a significant amount of waste and re-work in the reporting process 
operating prior to the redesign. Due to the way in which the process was designed, officers 
had little control over the reports for which they were held responsible. Major delays were 
common within the Typing Section, at the checking stage (by both the Team Sergeant and 
the Report Checker) and where the report was transmitted from the Records Department.  
The new process gave officers access to “Fiscal Reporting”, the software used to prepare 
and transmit reports to the Procurator Fiscal. This meant that the officer could type a report 
directly on to Fiscal Reporting, whereas previously s/he had typed the report on to MS 
Word and the typist had transferred it on to Fiscal Reporting. This dramatically cut the 
amount of re-work and amendment required for each report and significantly increased the 
flow of the report as the officer could deal with a report to completion in one sitting. 

  

                                                           
15  Technically speaking, Linlithgow and Mid Calder stations are not part of the project. Cases submitted from these stations are most 

likely from officers who were originally on the project at a different station.  
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A short note on undertakings 

The new process stipulated that, where possible, an accused be reported by undertaking.  For 
anyone working within the criminal justice circles, the term ‘undertaking’ carries with it 
certain assumptions. For exactly that reason it is important to stress that most of these 
preconceptions do not apply to the way undertakings operate in the West Lothian Criminal 
Justice project.  

Traditional undertakings are usually utilised for higher tariff offences and often as an 
alternative to custody. The reporting officer has then to comply with a short, inflexible 
timescale for submission. 

Within the project, undertakings are the default method of reporting, to be used in any case 
where the accused can legally be taken to a custody suite. The reporting officer is not tied to a 
particular date, but can choose when the accused appears in court, based entirely on the 
particular circumstances of the case, the amount of enquiry to be completed and his/her overall 
workload. If, for example, these factors combine to indicate that a date six weeks away is 
appropriate, then that is the date the reporting officer would select.  

This undertaking process was chosen specifically to overcome the major causes of failure at 
pleading diet as identified in ‘Check’. These aspects included: 

1.  The non-appearance of the accused, coupled with the uncertainty over effective service of 
the copy complaint; and 

2.  Lack of instruction to legal representatives from the accused. 

An additional by-product has been that the reporting officer has much more control over 
his/her workload and can appropriately schedule report completion and submission around 
other competing demands, shift patterns and days off. 

4.3.1 End-to-end times for police report submission. 

All reports 

The ‘Check’ analysis showed that it took an average of 42 days to 
go from caution and charge to the date a report was received by the 
Procurator Fiscal.  The upper control limit showed that it this 
process could take anything up to 120 days to complete. Over the 
twelve months recorded, non-project cases in the Division took an 
average of 30 days to complete and a UCL of 96 days. Project 

cases, however, took an average of 15 days to complete:- half the average time of non-
project cases and nearly a third of the average time experienced in ‘Check’. Additionally, 
the UCL for project cases was 46 days:- approximately half of that for non-project cases. 

 

 

Project cases took half 
the average time of 
non-project cases to 
report, and nearly a 
third of the average 
times experienced in 
‘Check’ 
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Undertaking reports 

The reporting of undertaking cases showed no significant 
difference between project and non-project cases. In essence, both 
took an average of 11 days and a UCL of 28 days. This is because 
officers are familiar with traditional undertakings, which are 
generally to be submitted within 14 days of caution and charge. 
The timescales for project undertakings, however, are left to the 
individual reporting officer’s discretion based on current work commitments and the 
complexity of the report. If anything, we would expect to see that the new undertakings 
take slightly longer to complete. This does not appear to be the case in any significant 
manner, even though project officers have been restricted by the fact that they can only 
issue undertaking dates for the one court day each week that is dedicated to project 
pleading diets.   

Summons reports 

As far as the reporting of summons cases goes, there were significant differences between 
project and non-project cases. Project cases took an average of 22 days (3 weeks) and a 
UCL of 62 days (9 weeks) over the twelve months recorded.  Non-project cases took an 
average of 36 days (5 weeks) and a UCL of 101 days (14.5 weeks).   

While the reporting times of project summons cases are an improvement over non-project 
summons cases, they do not match the performance of the project undertakings. Although 
these times can be skewed where, for example, drugs analysis is required prior to the 
submission of the report (easily adding 6-8 weeks to the reporting time), they mainly suffer 
from the same student syndrome and lack of prioritisation evident in ‘Check’.  

The 28-day reporting target 

As at September 2005, F Division as a whole was submitting only 
55.5% of reports (inc. custodies) within 28 days of caution and 
charge.  Looking at all comparable reports, officers on the project 
were submitting 81% within 28 days during the first quarter (October 
– December, 2005 - when the project accounted for 18% of the 
fficers in the rest of the Division who were not on the project were 

submitting only 52% within 28 days. By the final quarter, officers on the project were 
submitting 87% within 28 days. By this time an extra 104 officers had joined the project 
and the reports produced now accounting for 60% of reports submitted by the Division. 
During the same period, officers not on the project were submitting only 65% of their 
reports within 28 days. A complete breakdown is included in 

We would expect project 
undertakings to take 
longer to report, 
especially given that 
there is only one 
dedicated court day per 
week to hear these 
cases. They do not.  

The improved 
performance arose 
through removal of the 
target, rather than 
enforcement of it. 

reports submitted). O

nterest is performance against the national reporting target.  This dramatic 

Table 18 in Appendix A.   

Of significant i
improvement in performance was achieved by removing the target, rather than enforcing it. 
Officers scheduled the preparation and submission of their reports based on understanding 
their own workloads and being empowered to makes choices on how their work could be 
scheduled. The management role in this was to provide the essential tools (namely access 
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to Fiscal Reporting, direct access to a Procurator Fiscal Depute for advice and guidance 
and control over the quality of their reports) to facilitate the completion of this task, rather 
than the traditional role of enforcing target compliance through disciplinary measures.  

4.4 Police Adult Warnings 

necessary protocol, the first police warning was 

Offences

Following agreement of the 
issued on 8th December 2005.  By  30th September 2006, 218 police adult 
warnings had been issued to accused in 195 cases.  

To-date, none 
of those issued 
with a police 
warning have 
challenged it. 

 

offence type charged against females was that of Theft/Shoplifting/Etc (28 The main 
charges), followed by assault (25 charges); whereas in males the main offence type was 
Breach of the Peace (41 charges) followed by drugs (31 charges) and assault (30 charges).  

Within the project, 25% of all drugs charges were dealt with by police adult warning, as 
were 17% of all assault charges and 15% both of all theft related charges and Breach of the 
Peace charges. Not surprisingly, no RTA charges were dealt with by a police warning. The 
Protocol suggests that under certain circumstances an Adult Warning might be appropriate. 
However, in the section highlighting offences that are unsuitable, the Protocol states:  

‘Road Traffic Offences where suitable alternatives to reporting already exist in the 

(For a c

form of Fixed Penalties or Vehicle Defect Rectification Scheme.’   

omplete breakdown, see Table 23). 

Recidivism 

21 of the 218 accused (10%) issued with police warnings have subsequently been reported 

e warning have challenged it. Police warnings 

Future Development

for further offences – 17 have been involved in one further case since their police warning; 
4 have been involved in two further cases. 

To-date, none of those issued with a polic
accounted for 14% of the overall casework generated by project officers. The introduction 
of the system has provided an alternative disposal for cases that would have been no-pro’d, 
whilst at the same time significantly reducing the amount of work required by the reporting 
officer, the Records Branch and the Procurator Fiscal. 

 

pulates the grounds on which an accused is or is not deemed to be The current protocol sti
considered appropriate for an adult warning. One of the grounds for excluding an accused 
from a warning is where there have been previous convictions within a recent timeframe. 
However, as Table 7 shows, below, there is still a significant number of reports being 
marked ‘no proceedings’ by the Procurator Fiscal due to triviality. It is possible, therefore, 
that there is potential for re-examining the scope of police warnings to see whether it is 
possible to include some cases which are currently excluded because the accused has a 
previous conviction, but where it is clear that the current case will fall at Fiscal marking 
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due to triviality.  Given the lines of communication within the co-located unit, there may 
be merit in considering a ‘Fiscal Approved’ Police Adult Warning process.  

5 THE PROCURATOR FISCAL 

5.1 Marking of cases 

For the 1,397 cases recorded on the project, there were 1,656 markings. These break down 
in to the following types:- 

 Pre or Interim Marking – 0.2% (4) 
 Official Marking – 92% (1,531) 
 Final Marking – 7% (108) 
 Cases not marked as at 30th September, 2006 – 1% (13) 

These marking types are a result of the structure of the project database and not due to the 
marking process as operated on the COPFS Future Office System (FOS).  Most accused 
only have one marking for each case against them, the official marking. Some accused 
received a pre-marking for their case, usually where the Procurator Fiscal required more 
information before deciding on an ultimate course of action. A number of accused received 
a final marking following on from the official marking. This can be where the first course 
of action has deemed to have failed (e.g. an accused defaulting on a fiscal fine and then 
being marked to the District Court).  

 First Marking Last Marking 
 Check 

Markings 
Project  
Markings 

Check 
Markings 

Project  
Markings 

Marking Group % Total % Total % Total % Total 
Police Marking         
Police Warnings - - 14% 218 - - 14% 218 
Reported to PF 100% 11,610 26% 1,313 100% 11,610 26% 1,313 
Total 100% 11,610 100% 1,531 100% 11,610 100% 1,531 
         
Fiscal Marking         
Sheriff 41% 4,731 47% 613 34% 3,902 43% 570 
District 13% 1,489 12% 151 13% 1,453 12% 157 
Court Total 54% 6,220 59% 764 46% 5,355 55% 727 
Fiscal Fine 13% 1,539 12% 159 7% 774 10% 125 
Fiscal Warning 9% 1,066 8% 99 10% 1,112 7% 99 
Misc 8% 878 5% 64 6% 740 6% 65 
No Pro 16% 1,907 17% 227 21% 2,401 18% 234 
No Further Pro - - - - 11% 1,228 5% 62 
Non-court 47% 5390 42% 549 54% 6,255 45% 585 
Total 100% 11,610 100% 1,313 100% 11,610 100% 1313 

Table 6: Breakdown of Markings 

Fourteen percent of the 1,531 official markings related to cases were the accused was 
given a police warning.  As this marking is a police, rather than Procurator Fiscal decision, 
these markings have been separated from the main Procurator Fiscal marking group.  Of 
the remaining 1,313 official markings from cases received by the Procurator Fiscal, the 
breakdown is as shown in Table 6, above. 
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As the table illustrates, there is no significant difference between first markings at ‘Check’ 
and first markings for project cases in terms of District court and non-court markings, 
although there is a 6% difference between project cases marked to the Sheriff Court and 
‘Check’ cases marked to the Sheriff Court. Although there are some small differences 
between ‘Check’ and project final markings, these could be due to the fact that not all of 
the cases that had commenced in the twelve months of the project had reached conclusion, 
as a result of one Procurator Fiscal Depute being involved in seeing all cases from first 
marking to last – therefore removing some of the variation associated the different marking 
styles of the individuals on the marking team, or as a result of natural variation. 

The introduction of the 
police adult warning 
scheme (accounting 
for 14% of all cases) 
appears to have had no 
discernable impact on 
how the other 86% of 
cases are marked. 

Of significant interest, however, is that these markings are so similar 
despite the fact that the police adult warning scheme has removed 
14% of cases from the total number created on the project. It is 
suggested that this is an area that requires possible further 
investigation. It could be that the adult warning scheme has added a 
new disposal and conclusion to incidents that were previously un-
reported or it could be that the introduction of the Scottish Crime 

Recording Standard (not in existence at the time of ‘Check’) has had an impact. 

5.2 No proceedings 

In the ‘Check’ analysis, No Proceedings markings accounted for 16% of all markings, for 
project cases this marking totalled 15%. It would appear that the reasons for these 
markings, as outlined in Table 7, have changed from those evidenced in ‘Check’, though 
not all are positive. As would be expected, the fact that officers are submitting reports in a 
significantly shorter timescale than was previously the case has had an impact on the 
reasons of “Delay by police” and “Age of offence”. The reason of “Triviality” has also 
reduced, as would be expected from the introduction of the police warning scheme. 
However, the reason of “Insufficient admissible evidence” has increased quite 
significantly. Although it would require further research to prove the link, it is suspected 
that the main reason for this increase is the introduction of the Scottish Crime Recording 
standard, a protocol that was not in place at the time of ‘Check’. 

 
 ‘Check’  Project Check Project 

Reason % % n n 
Insufficient Admissible Evidence 19% 42% 347 96 
Triviality 33% 19% 613 44 
“Other” 9% 15% 174 33 
Not a crime 5% 7% 89 16 
Mitigating Circumstances 9% 6% 166 13 
Civil Remedy more appropriate 7% 4% 127 10 
Delay by police 10% 3% 184 6 
Age of offence 7% 3% 126 6 
Misc 2% 1% 41 3 
Total 100% 100% 1867 227 

Table 7: Breakdown of Reasons for No Proceedings  
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5.3 No Further Proceedings 

The ‘Check’ analysis showed that 11% of all final markings were “No further 
Proceedings”; in project cases this figure was 5%, but related to only 62 accused. Table 8 
details the breakdown of this marking type on the project in comparison with ‘Check’. In 
the numbers involved in the project, however, are too small for any realistic comparison.   

 
 Check Project 

Reason n n 
Acceptable explanation 170 7 
Accused dead 23 - 
Accused in prison 125 3 
Accused paid compensation - 1 
Attitude of victim - 1 
Crown couserls instructions 4 - 
Delay reach conclusion 48 - 
Deserted pro loco et tempore - 15 
Failed alternative 85 7 
Failed service - 2 
Further action disproportionate - 2 
Insufficient Admissible Evidence - 10 
Mitigating circumstances - 1 
Now insufficient evidence - 3 
Reason not given “Other” 207 7 
Roll up case closed 122 - 
Triviality - 2 
Warrant withdrawn 448 1 
Total 1228 62 

Table 8: Breakdown of No Further Proceedings 

6 THE COURT 
‘Check’ revealed a significant amount of repeated callings at each diet type.  Each 
continuation could add a significant amount of time to the overall length from the accused 
being charged to the conclusion of the case.  A number of elements were included in the 
redesign aimed at reducing the proportion of failed callings and thus reducing the end-to-
end length of the case.  

6.1 Pleading Diets. 

The purpose of a pleading diet is for the accused to enter a plea, 
whether guilty or not guilty. The analysis at ‘Check’ revealed 
that this only happened in 50% of outcomes at a Sheriff court 
first pleading diet.  At District Court it was 48%. For both Sheriff 
and District courts, the major reason for this was the non-
appearance of the accused to tender a plea (or lack of contact from those who might be 
pleading by letter). In some cases this would result in a warrant being issued for the 
accused, in most cases the Procurator Fiscal could not state for certain that the copy 
complaint had been served on the accused. In these cases a new pleading diet would be set. 

In project cases, 82% of 
those reported by 
undertaking at the Sheriff 
court entered a plea at first 
calling. 
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Project cases arriving at a first pleading diet originate via two significantly different 
streams. For undertaking cases, after being cautioned and charged, the accused leaves the 
police station knowing the exact date on which s/he has to appear at the pleading diet. If 
the accused has provided details of his/her Defence Agent, the agent is contacted and 
informed of the date the accused will be appearing in court.   The aim of these elements of 
the process is to try to encourage the accused to turn up at the first pleading diet and enter a 
plea. Under this system, only 2% of first diet outcomes involved the accused having a new 
pleading diet date set and 3% of diet outcomes involved the case being ‘not called’. Whilst 
11% involved the issuing of a warrant, in some cases this was immediately executed and 
the accused brought back to court on the same day. Overall, 83% of the Sheriff court 
outcomes of those at a first pleading diet on undertaking involved the submission of a plea, 
a significant increase over the results experienced in ‘Check’.  Similarly, 68% of outcomes 
at the District court involved the tendering of a plea for those reported on undertaking. 

 Sheriff Court District Court 
 Project Non- 

Project 
Check Project Non- 

Project 
Check 

 Und Sum All   Und Sum All   
No of First Callings 319 168 491 1,507 399 102 51 153 681 282 
   
Overall Positive Outcomes 83% 50% 72% 66% 50% 68% 45% 60% 48% 48% 
Of which:   
Guilty Plea 21% 24% 22% 22% 16% 25% 27% 26% 37% 32% 
Accepted not guilty 1% 1% 1% 1% - - - - - - 
Proceed to ID 61% 25% 49% 43% 34% 43% 18% 35% 11% 17% 
   
Overall Unwanted Outcomes 17% 50% 29% 34% 50% 32% 55% 40% 52% 52% 
Of which   
New PD 2% 28% 11% 19% 32% 7% 25% 13% 25% 28% 
Not called 3% 11% 6% 4% 6% 10% 18% 12% 18% 13% 
Deserted - - - - 1% 0% 2% 1% 1% - 
Warrant 11% 11% 11% 9% 11% 16% 10% 14% 7% 10% 

Table 9: Breakdown of Pleading Diet Outcomes
 

Unfortunately, it is not possible for all offences to be reported by undertaking. The bulk of 
such cases tend to be minor road traffic offences or other minor offences where a power of 
arrest is not granted, although McInnes Report16 recommendation 46 seeks to address this.  

Consequently, a second stream of accused arriving at a first pleading diet have been 
reported by summons. In these cases, the process has remained essentially as it had been in 
‘Check’, with only 50% of accused entering a plea, the only significant difference being 
that the police reporting process was quicker due to officers now having access to Fiscal 
Reporting. As a direct result, both at District and Sheriff court pleading diet, outcomes for 
summons cases have largely reflected those found in ‘Check’ with a significant proportion 
of accused requiring a new pleading diet. 

                                                           
16 SCOTLAND. SUMMARY JUSTICE REVIEW COMMITTEE. The Summary Justice Review Committee Report to ministers. 

Edinburgh [Scottish Executive]. 2004. pp23 & 136. ISBN 0 7559 4072 5 
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Outcomes for non-project accused at the District court over the same period also mirrored 
those experienced in ‘Check’, with just fewer than 50% of accused entering a plea. For 
non-project accused at Sheriff court, though, an improvement was evident over figures 
experienced in ‘Check’ with 66% of accused entering a plea.  

6.1.1 Legal Aid 

The McInnes Report17 (52) recommended that defence solicitors should be “… able to 
obtain reasonable remuneration for work for legally aided clients pleading guilty at this 
stage”.  The Redesign Team, through working with local defence agents, became aware at 
an early stage that the current payment structure for undertakings in terms of a plea of 
guilty at the first opportunity, meant that the accused be would entitled to legal aid for the 
services of the duty solicitor and not the solicitor of choice. 

A business case, prepared in conjunction with the Grampian Criminal Justice Project, and 
supported by local defence agents, was submitted to the Scottish Executive recommending 
changes to the appropriate legal aid regulations, in that persons who appeared before a 
court designated as a ‘summary justice pilot court’ having been released on an undertaking 
by the police, were granted legal aid to enable their nominated solicitor to be remunerated 
appropriately. 

The changes came into force on 12 June 2006.  The new provision for guilty pleas at first 
opportunity is subject to financial and eligibility tests.  In order to negotiate a guilty plea at 
first opportunity, the defence agent will require to follow a procedure that can be best 
illustrated as follows: 

The defence agent receives from the police notification of an 
undertaking and meets with the client, obtains a summary of 
evidence from the Procurator Fiscal, applies to the Scottish 
Legal Aid Board (SLAB) to cover the cost of negotiating a 
plea, meet again with the client and agree plea to be tendered, 
go to court and advise client on the complaint served that day 
(checking for competency and other issues), tender a plea of 
guilty.  All of this work results in a payment of £70, for all 
work undertaken - including all correspondence, calls and 

meetings.  The true cost to the defence agent is likely to be double that figure for the work 
done (at legal aid rates).  Alternatively, the agent could meet with the client, tender a plea 
of not guilty and apply for summary legal aid for trial.   

Having outlined the work involved in tendering or negotiating a guilty plea, it is in the 
financial interests of the criminal justice system to ensure that agents are compensated 
appropriately for work done, as per the McInnes Report, if the aim is to secure pleas of 
guilty at the first opportunity. 

The work involved in 
negotiating a guilty plea at 
first calling becomes cost 
prohibitive to the Defence 
Agent in all but the most 
straightforward of cases.  
It is unlikely, therefore, that 
there will be a significant 
increase in guilty pleas at 
first calling until this has 
been addressed. 

                                                           
17 SCOTLAND. SUMMARY JUSTICE REVIEW COMMITTEE. The Summary Justice Review Committee Report to ministers. 

Edinburgh [Scottish Executive]. 2004. pp. 23 & 141-143. ISBN 0 7559 4072 5 
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6.2 Intermediate Diets 

The intermediate diet allows the Procurator Fiscal and the Defence Agent the opportunity 
to inform the court of their readiness to proceed to trial. Ideally, by this point, all 
statements and productions should have been gathered, examined by the Procurator Fiscal 
and made available to defence agents, and all relevant witnesses confirmed for attendance 
at the trial diet.  The intermediate diet also provides an opportunity for the accused to 
revise his/her plea from that given at the pleading diet, in light of the evidence gathered, so 
far. 

 Sheriff Court District Court 
 Project Non- 

Project 
Check Project Non- 

Project 
Check 

No of First Callings 235 1,538 319 55 209 80 
   
Overall Positive Outcomes 54% 44% 44% 16 66 37 
Of which:   
Guilty Plea 20% 16% 16% 4 32 14 
Proceed to Trial 32% 26% 27% 11 32 22 
   
Overall Unwanted Outcomes 46% 56% 56% 39 143 43 
Of which   
New ID 27% 31% 25% 23 56 29 
New ID/Trial 8% 12% 16% 6 36 6 
New Trial 1% 1% 1% 2 2 1 
Not called - 1% 1% 1 7 1 
Deserted 2% 1% 3% 1 8 1 
Warrant 6% 10% 11% 6 32 5 

Table 10: Breakdown of Intermediate Diet Outcomes. 

The ‘Check’ analysis evidenced significant waste at first intermediate diet callings. As 
Table 10 shows, most unwanted outcomes at Sheriff Court involve either the creation of a 
new intermediate diet or both a new intermediate diet and a new trial diet. Although the 
number of first intermediate callings at District Court, under ‘Check’, is too small to justify 
the use of percentages, a similar result can be observed.  This poor performance at first 
intermediate diet is also reflected in both Sheriff Court and District Court for non-project 
accused.  

Outcomes for project accused at Sheriff Court have seen an increase in the number of 
accused changing their plea to guilty and the number of cases that are ready for trial, both 
of which are positive outcomes. While only a marginal decrease was observed in the 
unwanted outcome ‘new intermediate diet’. The unwanted outcomes of ‘new ID/trial’ and 
‘warrant’ are approximately half the observed rate in ‘Check’.  Over half of all Sheriff Court 

intermediate diet callings, 
both in ‘Check’ and for non-
project cases, were repeat 
work.  For project accused, 
just over a third of these 
callings were repeat. 

The numbers involved in the analysis of the District Court are 
too small to draw any serious conclusions. However, there 
appears to be a predominance of ‘New ID’ outcomes and guilty 
pleas are proportionally quite small. 

Of all the Sheriff Court intermediate diets recorded on the project, 64% were appearing for 
the first time. Over the period recorded in  ‘Check’, only 44% were first callings, the other 
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56% involved a 2nd, 3rd or 4th+ calling for the accused. Similarly, for non-project accused 
only 46% were first callings. Put simply, over half of all Sheriff Court intermediate diet 
callings in ‘Check’ and for non-project accused were repeat work. So, half of the time 
spent in court for ID is wasted time for everyone involved.  For project accused just over a 
third of all callings were repeat work. In the District Court, 48% of all callings were for the 
first time under ‘Check’, compared with 36% for non-project accused and 45% for project 
accused.  

6.2.1 Requests for police statements 

The redesigned process made four significant improvements to the capability of officers to 
submit statements within the necessary timescale 

1. That officers should stay at an incident until all enquiries are completed; 

2. that reports identify which officer took each statement; 

3. each such officer is responsible for submission of statements taken and their own 
statements, rather than the reporting officer being responsible for submission of all 
statements in the case; 

4. access to Fiscal Reporting.  

Due to a steadily increasing public demand for police response, officers often work under 
the assumption that they will not have sufficient time to complete statement taking and 
other enquiry on initial response. Regardless of whether this perception is correct, officers 
leave themselves with only enough time to record the contact details of relevant witnesses. 
They then have to find time to visit the witnesses and take full statements. As the witnesses 
would not always be at home when the officer called, this could mean two or three 
journeys to each witness. Under the new system, where possible, officers stay at the scene 
of an incident, make full enquiry and take the full statements of the witnesses that are 
available. 

Previously, the Reporting Officer was responsible for all aspects of the report. That 
included the completion of his/her own statement, production of witness statements noted 
by him/her, collation and submission of statements noted by any of his/her colleagues and 
any civilian witness statements noted by those colleagues. This would generally mean that 
the reporting officer would delay submission of any statements to the Procurator Fiscal 
until he/she had possession of the completed full set. Under the new system, each officer is 
responsible for only his/her own statement and that of any civilian witnesses s/he may have 
interviewed. The Case Progression Unit is responsible for notifying each officer in the case 
that the relevant statements are required and for monitoring submission. If, for any reason, 
statements are delayed, the Procurator Fiscal can decide on the basis of what has already 
been received whether progress can be made before these statements can be transmitted, or 
indeed if they are still required.  
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Finally, access to Fiscal Reporting means that officers can now type and submit their own 
statements without having to rely on the typists, a process that previously could add two to 
three weeks delay to the submission of the statement.  

As at 30th September, 310 of the 1,397 cases on the project had 
required a total of 537 statements. The process took an average of 16 
days to complete, with an upper control limit of 39 days.  As shown in 
Table 11 approx. 50% of statements were completed within two weeks 
of the request, with 90% completed within 4 weeks. Whilst 6% of all statements were late, 
these are generally the result of the overall swift turnaround of the new process in that the 
Procurator Fiscal has requested them less than 14 days before the date of the intermediate 
diet. 

90% of statements are 
submitted within 4 
weeks of request. 

From request to 
submission 

From submission to ID From request to ID 

Days 
since 
request 

Proportion 
submitted 

No. Of days  
prior to ID 

Proportion  
submitted 

Days from 
request to 
date of ID 

Proportion 
Requested 

7 20% After first ID 6% (32) Up to 14 3% (17) 
14 49% Up to 7 13% (66) 15-21 10% (55) 
21 78% 8-14 15% (76) 22-28 11% (59) 
28 92% 15-28 37% (190) 29-35 24% (128) 
  29-77 30% (157) 36-91 51% (275) 

Table 11: Breakdown of Statements 

‘Check’ demonstrated that 42% of all outcomes at an intermediate 
diet involved the setting of either a new intermediate diet, a new 
intermediate and trial diet or a new trial diet. Of all the reasons for 
this outcome, 19% were due to the lack of police statements. For 
project cases, 36% of all outcomes at intermediate diet also 

involved the setting of repeat callings. Unfortunately, despite the changes outlined above, 
‘lack of police statements’ is still shown as the primary reason in 17% of those cases that 
had to be rescheduled (15 of 86 cases).  The Systems Thinking approach is one that 
advocates continuous improvement based on measures relating to purpose.  This is a good 
example of where this approach can lead to re-examining a particular part of a redesigned 
process.  The evidence shows little improvement in the provision of statements so would 
become an area for further investigation. 

“Lack of statements” is 
still one of the most 
common   reasons for 
the continuation of ID 
callings. 

6.3 Trial Diet 

Theoretically, the purpose of a first calling at trial diet is to lead 
evidence in a case against the accused.  However, analysis of 
‘Check’ data demonstrated that this was rarely the case in the 
Sheriff Court. Evidence was led and the case concluded in only 
7% of all first callings. A significant proportion of cases at a first 
trial diet were deserted and nearly a third involved the setting of 
either a new trial or a new ID and trial.  A similar outcome was observed with project 
accused in terms of the setting of new trial and new ID and trial dates, although the 
proportion of deserted cases was slightly less.  For non-project accused the proportion of 

Although project cases 
fair better than non-
project cases, their 
improvement over 
‘Check’ is not as 
significant as would be 
hoped. 
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unwanted outcomes was significantly higher than both that observed under ‘Check’ and for 
the cases of accused on the project. The numbers involved in the analysis at the District 
Court are too small to draw any serious conclusions, although at face value the first calling 
for project accused doesn’t look positive. 

For ‘Check’, project and non-project accused one of the most significant outcomes at a 
Sheriff Court first trial diet involved the change of plea from not guilty to guilty. Whilst on 
one hand the tendering of a plea of guilty means that the case can continue to sentencing 
without further repeat callings at trial diet and is therefore positive, it is also negative in the 
sense that the accused has already had the possibility to enter a guilty plea at both pleading 
and intermediate diets. Pleading guilty at the trial diet causes unnecessary expense for both 
police and civilian witnesses who will have wasted a day journeying to court when they 
will no longer be required to give evidence. It is widely accepted that experiences of this 
nature, often repeated, make the public think carefully before volunteering evidence. 
Indeed, it is clear that their decision is frequently not to do so.   It is also a poor use of the 
time of all the professionals involved at this stage. 

 Sheriff Court District Court 
 Project Non- 

Project 
Check Project Non- 

Project 
Check 

No of First Callings 107 794 186 35 108 33 
   
Overall Positive Outcomes 59% 45% 54% 4 40 14 
Of which:   
Guilty Plea 39% 36% 42% 2 22 7 
Found Guilty 5% 3% 3% - 4 1 
Found not guilty 7% 3% 4% - 7 6 
Accepted not guilty 6% 3% 1% 2 3  
   
Overall Unwanted Outcomes 41% 56% 46% 31 68 19 
Of which   
New ID - - - 2 - - 
New ID/Trial 20% 31% 26% 13 24 9 
New Trial 9% 12% 4% 7 21 1 
Not called 2% 0% - 2 1 - 
Deserted 8% 6% 12% 4 11 6 
Warrant 1% 4% 5% 2 7 3 

Table 12: Breakdown of Outcomes at Trial Diet
 

Of all the Sheriff Court trial diets recorded for the Check analysis, 65% were first callings. 
The other 35% involved accused on their 2nd or 3rd+ trial calling. For non-project accused 
62% of all trial diet callings were for the first time and for project accused 82% were first 
callings. In the District Court, 59% of all diets recorded for ‘Check’ were first callings; 
only 31% of non-project diets were first callings and 64% of project diets were first 
callings.  

6.4 Remand Diet 

The ‘Check’ analysis demonstrated that of all diet types, the first calling at remand diet 
was the most unsuccessful. In only a third of outcomes was the accused actually sentenced; 
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in nearly two thirds of outcomes a new remand diet was set and in the rest a warrant 
issued. The most common reasons for the requirement of a new remand diet were the 
absence of a Social Enquiry Report and for the case to call before a specific Sheriff.  

The outcomes of non-project accused at first remand diet were only marginally better: 44% 
of outcomes saw the accused being sentenced; 48% involved the requirement of a new 
remand diet and 7% involved the issuing of a warrant. The major reasons for continuations 
for non-project accused were the absence of Social Enquiry Reports (43%); for the case to 
call with other pending cases for the same accused (17%) and to call before a specific 
Sheriff (11%). 

 Sheriff Court District Court 
 Project Non- 

Project 
Check Project Non- 

Project 
Check 

No of First Callings 69 961 182 7 92 36 
   
Overall Positive Outcomes 58% 44% 34% 2 52 23 
Of which:   
Sentenced 51% 38% 27% 2 51 23 
Cont for GB 7% 6% 7% - 1 - 
   
Overall Unwanted Outcomes 42% 56% 66% 5 40 13 
Of which   
New RD 29% 48% 57% 5 36 10 
New ID/Trial 3% 1% - - 2 - 
Warrant 10% 7% 9% - 2 3 
   
Reasons for New RD 20 457 103 
 n % % 
Lack of SW report 3 43% 67% 
Call with other cases 4 17% 8% 
Call before specific Sheriff 1 11% 14% 
Non appearance of accused 2 9% 4% 
Additional report required 2 6% 4% 
DTTO assessment 1 5% - 
Deferred for Licence/printout 2 3% - 
Other Reason 5 6% 3% 
Total 20 100% 100% 

 

Table 13: Breakdown of Outcomes at Remand Diet 

By 30th September 2006, first remand diets at Sheriff Court had been set for only 69 
project accused. Of these, 40 accused were sentenced; 20 accused required a new RD; 7 
were issued with a warrant and two changed their plea to not guilty and had an ID and trial 
set. The numbers of repeat callings for project accused were too few to establish a pattern 
of reasons.  

The numbers involved at the District Court were too insignificant for serious analysis. 

Of all the Sheriff Court remand diets detailed during the recording period for ‘Check’, only 
39% were first callings, the other 61% involved repeat callings. For non-project accused, 
37% of all callings were for the first time and for project accused, 64% (69/107) were first 
callings. In the District Court, 44% of all remand callings recorded for ‘Check’ were first 
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callings; 46% of all non-project callings were for the first time and 7 out of the 11 project 
callings were for the first time. 

6.4.1 Social enquiry reports 

As mentioned, above, ‘Check’ demonstrated a significant problem 
in the capability of the Social Work Department to submit Social 
Enquiry Reports in time for the first remand diet. A major reason 
for this was the lack of cooperation from the accused in meeting 
essary interviews.  

Only 4 of the 37 reports 
requested were not 
received in time for the 
first calling at Remand. 

obligations to attend nec

One of the changes made in the redesign was to have a social worker in attendance at all 
project diet types. It was reasoned that in some cases, especially where previous SERs 
already existed for an accused, it might be possible to re-interview the accused in court and 
present the results to a Sheriff on the same day that a plea or finding of guilt was entered. 
Where this was not possible it was argued that the social worker would at least be able to 
make contact with the accused and arrange an appropriate time and place to conduct the 
interview.  

Up to 30th September 2006, 37 Social Enquiry Reports had been requested for project 
cases.  On average, it took 20 days to complete and return a report. The upper control limit 
was 51 days. Two reports were delivered on the day the request was made. Only 4 of the 
37 reports were not received in time for the first remand diet.  There was some relevant 
information to suggest that the manner in which reports were requested had a direct impact 
on overall completion of cases. Despite an understanding that reports might be available 
far quicker, Sheriffs occasionally asked social workers, via the Sheriff Clerk, ‘will 4 weeks 
be long enough?’ On hearing that it would, proceedings were scheduled accordingly. 
Social workers didn’t believe it appropriate to ‘question’ the suggested timescale by 
volunteering a swifter turnaround. Had the question been couched in terms such as ‘how 
soon can you provide the report?’, the answer might have been two weeks. 

6.5 Repeated Work 

Analysis of ‘Check’ data shows that across all diet types at 
Sheriff Court, (whether pleading, ID, trial or remand), the total 
proportion of first callings was 51%.  Therefore, on any given 
court day, half of all the scheduled business involved repeat 
work, cases that were on a 2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc appearance. For non-project cases over the last 
twelve months, 58% of all business related to first callings. For project cases 78% of all 
Sheriff Court business over the last twelve months has involved first callings. Under 
‘Check’, 60% of all business in the District Court related to first callings.  For non-project 
cases over the last twelve months 56% related to first callings with the comparative 
percentage being 64% for project business. 

Although the project has made some improvement in the overall proportion of day-to-day 
business at Sheriff court that is not repeat work, the analysis shown in Table 9, Table 10, 
Table 12 and Table 13 above would indicate that this improvement might only be 

On any given day, half of 
all scheduled court 
business is repeat work 
(Check). 
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temporary in nature if the reasons for court churning at ID, trial and remand are not 
addressed.  The overall performance may progressively be reduced through time as cases 
are rescheduled at any point in the process. 

It is worth re-emphasising here that the District Court never operated as a ‘clean stream’ 
court. Accordingly, cases marked for that court were required to take their place with pre-
existing cases. For the purposes of performance analysis, this one fact introduces all sorts 
of aspects that are outwith the control of the pilot, but that impact on the overall 
performance of the project cases. 

Almost unnoticed, a major reduction in the administrative process has been achieved. 
Previously, communication between police and Procurator Fiscal had been hard copy. The 
co-located unit, coupled with electronic process, has taken significant work out of these 
processes and increased speed enormously. Envisage a paper request, typed and then taken 
to Divisional Headquarters, logged on correspondence systems then transported again to 
the officer’s station. The officer then had to have the statement typed or the information 
produced in hard copy, before the response took the return journey. Unfortunately, this 
process regularly resulted in second, third and subsequent notifications that the response 
was still outstanding. Each of these followed the same route, often crossing in the mail and 
generally bypassing the electronic correspondence register. Monthly, lengthy lists of all 
such instances would be printed and transported to police supervisors to chase the errant 
officers, generally to find that the answer had been passed long before, but not properly 
cancelled. All this has been eliminated and clarification of points can generally be 
achieved within minutes, never leaving the co-located unit. 

7 COPFS QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
COPFS engaged in a separate data extraction for the period October 2005 to September 
2006, using information from their case processing system .  

This process was undertaken to address possible criticism over  the elapsed time between 
the 2003 and 2004 ‘Check’ baseline data. Systems, case law, and processes have all 
changed in the last 2 years (for example the introduction of the FOS computer system)  and 
a more up to date snapshot was seen as a useful addition. . 

The COPFS exercise produced data indicating how the rest of the West Lothian 
jurisdiction performed throughout the period of the WLCJP. This allowed comparison of 
project data with contemporary data from the same jurisdiction. While it is acknowledged 
that the figures produced from that extraction do not compare like with like, and that there 
are some anomalies, it has nevertheless been agreed that the underlying trends show strong 
support for the findings articulated within the WLCJP report. 

The results of the COPFS data analysis are contained within this report, in tabular form, at 
Appendix B. 
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8 VIEWS OF THE PLAYERS 

Police 

The officers involved in the pilot overwhelmingly supported the new process. The main 
aspects that the officers acknowledged as having the most beneficial impact on their work 
were:  

 Communication with the Procurator Fiscal – This was identified as a key element of 
the new process.  There was a strong collective opinion that the opportunity to 
discuss or clarify aspects of cases with the Procurator Fiscal Depute ultimately led 
to a reduction in report content and a better understanding of what was required. It 
provided an invaluable link between the work of officers and the next stage in the 
criminal justice process, which was viewed as a major step towards realising the 
importance and value of their contribution.    
 Access to Fiscal Reporting/Use of Undertakings - Officers felt more in control of 

their workflow due to their key role in deciding undertaking dates in the process. 
Consequently, they accepted more responsibility for ensuring reports were 
submitted within timescales. The use of undertakings and schedule for submission 
of summoning reports provided more focus and constables and sergeants found it 
easier to identify and manage the time required. Access to Fiscal Reporting and the 
significant reduction in the overall bureaucracy previously connected to report 
submission were also cited as benefits.      
 Adult Warning Scheme – Almost unanimously there was support for the 

introduction of the scheme as an alternative to reporting offenders. Officers saw this 
as a big step forward in removing the needless task of reporting for reporting sake. 
They viewed this as a common sense approach to dealing with incidents which 
‘everyone’ had a good idea were not going to result in court proceedings and at 
worst would be marked no proceedings by the Fiscals Service.    
 Statement Process – All the officers involved in the debrief process praised the new 

approach to statement submission which moved the onus for completion and 
collation away from the Reporting Officer and firmly with the individual who had 
noted the statement. In essence each officer is now asked only to manage statements 
over which they have an element of control.  
 Increased Supervision – Sergeants highlighted the benefit of no longer being 

involved in the time consuming administrative tasks associated with report 
checking. This enabled them to allocate a greater part of each shift to providing a 
more visible supervisory presence at incidents dealt with by officers in the area of 
responsibility.  

One of the quotes received from a front line officer with 10 years service perhaps captured 
the views of those involved. He stated: 

‘I find myself in the comfortable position of not having any problems 
with the pilot. All in all it has been a very positive step forward and 
something that we can only look at and ask the question...why did 
somebody not think of this before'. 
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Procurator Fiscal 

The views of the dedicated pilot Fiscal Depute were obtained on a one-to one basis. He 
highlighted the most beneficial aspects of the new process as: 

 The use of undertakings, which he suggested, created a degree of certainty in 
accused’s minds with regard to where and when they were to appear for a pleading 
diet. This was considered to be as a direct result of the additional information 
provided at the time of release from custody and the close proximity in time 
between release and an appearance at court. From his own experience he was of the 
opinion that there had been a significant reduction in ‘court churning’, which had 
resulted in a more positive outcome for witnesses and accused.  
 The creation of the co-located unit was also viewed as a very beneficial aspect of 

the pilot in that it allowed a two-way communication to develop between the Fiscal 
and the police which enabled queries to be dealt with more efficiently on a face to 
face basis and in the absence of the hugely bureaucratic ‘paper trail’ which still 
exists in the ‘old system’. 

The Procurator Fiscal Depute did however echo some of the views expressed by Defence 
Agents with regard to the provision of Legal Aid. He still felt that changes were required if 
the aim was to resolve cases at the first opportunity. Further examination of the payment 
structure may encourage agents to thoroughly investigate matters and advise their clients 
accordingly much earlier in the process than is currently experienced. In a similar vein he 
was of the opinion that anything short of full disclosure prior to the pleading diet was 
unlikely to produce a meaningful result in terms of increasing guilty pleas.      

Sheriff Court 

From the perspective of Clerks of the Sheriff Court the most beneficial aspects of the pilot 
were: 

 The opportunity, in reality for the first time, to engage with all the other partners in 
the criminal justice system was viewed as highly beneficial. It provided an insight 
into the working methods adopted within the other agencies and enabled a far 
greater understanding of problem areas within the system which were previously 
difficult to gauge from an entirely insular viewpoint.  
 The greater emphasis on a ‘team approach’ to problem resolution was also 

acknowledged as an immense benefit. Indeed one comment which captured this 
sentiment was  

‘This has made me question the reliability/effectiveness of joint 
agency working groups in times past’.   

 There was also a strong feeling that significant improvements had been realised as a 
result of the new process being introduced but there was an acknowledgement that 
further progress could only be made through a firm commitment to the ethos of 
continuous improvement’.  
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District Court 

The views of the Clerk of the District Court were generally centred on the difficulties 
experienced as a result of that court dealing with both pilot and non-pilot cases in tandem. 
Whilst there was an unquestionable commitment to introduce the new process, the Clerk 
felt that the potential improvements were not fully realised due the complexities involved 
in prioritising cases. There was an acknowledgement that cases had been brought to court 
earlier and that initial trial diets were fixed much sooner than in the ‘old system’ however 
there were clear signs of practitioners within the court being frustrated by the inherent 
problems of concurrently running 2 processes in one location.                    

Sheriffs 

As with most of the other participants, the Sheriffs have a very positive view of the project 
in operation. However, a comment that supports the overall findings is:  

‘Undertakings are wonderful, but summons remain a problem’.  

The main general benefit mentioned was the speed of the new system. Witnesses can be 
expected to properly recall what happened and the whole thing still matters due to 
proximity to the actual incident. All who have operated within the new system, including 
the accused, have respect for the way that it works and the positive outcomes. 
Continuations without plea are almost unheard of now, given all the opportunities put in 
place to allow meaningful discussion between the accused and their agent. Sheriffs also 
felt comfortable in adopting a more robust approach due to their understanding of these 
positive aspects. 

Understandably, there was a strong support for the current national work to allow officers 
to be able to issue undertakings from the street. This was underpinned by their experience 
of summons reports where the only discernable improvement was in the speed that the 
matter was reported. Thereafter all the causes of delay and repeat appearances identified in 
‘Check’ remained apparent in project summons cases. 

There was enthusiasm for the fast-track warrant process which, they believe, has brought 
huge improvements in project and non-project cases.  ‘Word has soon got around that 
action will be taken straight away and it even seems to have produced increased attendance 
of those appearing in non-project cases’. 

Other observations were that the legal aid situation still requires much work if earlier 
guilty pleas are to be expected. The undertaking focus was praised here too, in that Sheriffs 
firmly believed that the only real progress in a case happened when all the concerned 
parties were present - accused, Procurator Fiscal and agent - with legal aid in place. 
Undertakings make considerable impact in this area. 

Emphasis was on trying, by all means possible, to maximise report by undertaking. 
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Social Work 

Although initially the number of requests for Social Enquiry Reports generated as a result 
of cases heard in the pilot court was relatively low the opportunity to engage much earlier 
with the accused was seen as a benefit. This reduced the overall time scale for completion 
of the report as it greatly reduced the delay in securing initial contact with the accused 
which was a problem experienced with non-pilot cases. The general feeling of those 
involved was that whilst the new process was an improvement, further benefits could be 
realised through using the same staff to deal with cases deemed suitable for diversion from 
prosecution. The expansion to all summary cases in West Lothian, including custody 
cases, was also seen as a step forward in obtaining a greater return from staff engaged in 
the submission of SERs 

Defence Agents 

The speed with which cases were dealt particularly with regard to proceedings starting 
early and the shortened timescales between pleading diet and trial all received favourable 
comments. There was an acceptance that these timescales could be achieved within the 
pilot due to the presence of a dedicated Procurator Fiscal who could discuss cases on a one 
to one basis however there were feelings expressed that once others became involved the 
process could become bogged down and timescales could lengthen.  

It was commented upon that the pilot Procurator Fiscal Depute greatly assisted the 
communication process due to his approachability and availability. The ability to speak to 
the Procurator Fiscal Depute before pleading diets, particularly where the he clearly had a 
full knowledge and understanding of each case was considered a significant positive aspect 
of the new process. There was some doubt cast over how effective it will be when there are 
more Deputes involved. This process enabled conflicts to be addressed at and early stage.  

Although some negative issues were raised regarding summaries of evidence there were 
also positive comments expressed relating to summaries being beneficial if available at an 
early stage. Whilst not being treated as the basis for final decisions on pleas, they did 
provide information previously unavailable, and could in some instances allow for better 
plea negotiation. The majority of participants considered the provision of a summary of 
evidence advantageous although there was a firm recommendation that full disclosure of 
all evidence at the earliest opportunity would be a significant improvement.   

There were also negative views with regard to the pilot process, the most significant being:  

 It was suggested from experience that artificially different standards existed 
between the pilot and rest of the system. The desire to fast track justice had resulted 
in different decisions being taken in pilot cases even although reasons for 
adjournment requests were the same. Equally, decisions to oppose bail appeared to 
be made on lesser grounds than in rest of system i.e. one warrant justified opposing 
bail. At IDs in the District Court it appeared that a greater reason to postpone was 
expected in pilot cases. Even in a fast track system sometimes adjournments were 
considered necessary in the interests of justice and there was a need for continuity 
with regard to all decisions taken irrespective of whether cases were going through 
the pilot or not.  
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 It was considered that fast track warrants led to delays at court that were wasteful if 
the accused was not arrested. This situation was exacerbated if a solicitor was 
requested to remain at court until warrant is executed, for no payment, only to find 
the accused has not been arrested at cut off point.    

9 AREAS FOR FURTHER CONSIDERATION AND IMPROVEMENT 
The systems thinking approach promotes continuous improvement and as mentioned 
within the Executive Summary, a number of areas have already been identified. The 
Project Team understands that some of these elements have also been included in 
proposals for national criminal justice reform. This section highlights our experience of 
these elements and offers some insight into how they performed in practice. 

Ability to issue ‘undertakings from the street’.  

It is clear from the pilot results that many of the overall improvements in the redesign were 
directly attributable the undertaking process. By tracking summons reports, all the problem 
aspects identified in the existing system (and illustrated through ‘Check’) remained in 
evidence. This is understandable, as the undertaking had specifically been introduced to 
design those problems out. This mirrors recommendation 46 of the McInnes Report and 
work is progressing nationally to make this approach possible in cases where the law 
doesn’t allow the accused to be taken to a custody centre. It is immediately apparent that 
the high proportion of minor road traffic reports, coupled with the significant percentage of 
these given a court marking, will continue to generate summons cases. Designing a method 
through which minor road traffic reports could be included within the undertaking process 
would help optimise the overall benefits across the court system. 

Expansion of the remit for Police Adult Warnings.  

Although these have proven successful, there are certainly a significant number of cases 
that fall just outside the terms of the current protocol. Clearly there will always be cases 
falling ‘just over the boundary’, regardless of where it is drawn. However, this currently 
requires police officers to prepare a considerable number of cases to court standard, despite 
the fact that the Procurator Fiscal will take no proceedings on the grounds of triviality. 
During the pilot, the designated Procurator Fiscal Depute was frequently able to advise 
officers that;- ‘if the circumstances as you have told me are the same when I get your 
report, then I will not be taking any proceedings’.  

When comparing the ‘no proceedings’ data from ‘Check’ with that gathered for this report, 
it is immediately apparent that the percentages are virtually unchanged. This, despite the 
Police Adult Warning process appropriately removing 14% from the volume of reports that 
would have been transmitted to the Procurator Fiscal. It ought to be possible to structure a 
‘Fiscal Assisted Police Warning’ process to target situations that are ‘just over the 
boundary’. It may be that the introduction of a fixed penalty option has a beneficial impact 
in this area. To maximise the benefit, however, it would be necessary to consider widening 
the range of circumstances under which the Fixed Penalty Notice could be used. The extra 
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‘tool’, when added to Police Adult Warnings, might successfully remove a further tranche 
of cases, which now receive a ‘no proceedings’ marking. 

Further understanding of the ‘no proceedings’ cases.  

In addition to the above, more work needs to be done to understand this area, with a view 
to tailoring the system’s approach to the likely end result. The Scottish Crime Recording 
Standard (SCRS) was not in place throughout the period measured in ‘Check’. Some 
further examination of the effect of SCRS on both police recording and reporting processes 
may prove enlightening. SCRS changed the balance of initial recording parameters to one 
of ‘victim perception’ and it might reasonably be expected that this would raise the number 
of initial crime reports submitted. Once those were on record, the default position is that 
the crime can only ‘solved’ when the case number of the associated report to the PF is 
appended to the initial crime report. Somewhere in all this lies the possibility that officers 
now feel that they have no option but to submit reports to the Procurator Fiscal on matters 
that they would not have, prior to the introduction of the Scottish Crime Recording 
Standard. In other words, the whole ‘no proceedings’ question might hinge on police 
pursuit of ‘ethical’ recording without any consideration of the resulting impact on marking 
decisions of the Procurator Fiscal. This possibility is supported by an apparent increase in 
the overall number of reports submitted by those officers that were part of the pilot. A 
rough, retrospective, examination by the Project team suggests that, on best estimate, they 
have submitted around 30% more reports than during an equivalent period in the past. 
Although increased productivity might reasonably be attributed to the redesigned system 
alone, the SCRS element may well be evident too. 

Summons Cases.  

Even if undertakings from the street become reality, there will remain a number of cases 
where a summons will have to be issued e.g. contested speed camera cases or those 
awaiting blood, drug or other analyses. 50% of correspondence regarding court 
appearances cannot, currently, be confirmed as delivered. Absence of this verification 
generated 56% of the reasons for court continuations and still featured in project summons 
cases. Clearly there is room for improvement in this process, including a re-examination of 
whether the use of recorded delivery actually produces worthwhile benefit.  

Summary of Evidence.  

The Project team understands that routine disclosure of the summary of evidence, as 
contained within section 4 of the Standard Prosecution Report, is another element of the 
national criminal justice reform proposals. This was a process introduced to the WLCJP 
redesign, following the Bonomy18 reforms, with the understanding that it would increase 
early guilty pleas, as it appeared to have done in solemn cases. This has not proven to be 
the case and might now, in systems thinking terms, be deemed ‘wasteful’ as it requires 

                                                           
18  Bonomy, I. Improving Practice: The 2002 review of the practices and procedure of the High Court of Justiciary / by the Honourable 

Lord Bonomy, Edinburgh [Scottish Executive]. 2002. ISBN: 0 7559 0599 7 
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extra process with no obvious benefit. At Interim Report19 stage, defence agents indicated 
that this was primarily due to the differences between solemn and summary procedure. 
Their view was that solemn procedure gave the defence a package of information, 
including a summary of evidence and also, crucially, full statements. It was their view that 
early sight of the statements was the aspect that brought early guilty pleas, not the 
summary. Their view was that there was no question of them advising a client on how to 
plead based on ‘a police version of events’. In addition, sentence discount might be 
compelling in solemn cases, but didn’t feature in summary, due to the difference in likely 
sentences. This view was echoed by the Procurator Fiscal.  

Legal Aid.   

A joint submission with Grampian Criminal Justice Project, and supported by local 
defence agents, had success in achieving a change to legislation and the appropriate Legal 
Aid Regulations. The amendment allowed that persons who appeared before a court 
designated as a ‘summary justice pilot court’, having been released on an undertaking by 
the police, were granted legal aid to enable their nominated solicitor to be remunerated 
appropriately. Despite that success, agents now point out that it requires further change to 
bring about early settlement of cases. The full circumstances are detailed at section 6.1.1 of 
this report and clearly work is required to examine the situation and what could be done to 
assist. 

Intermediate diet.  

While the WJCJP demonstrated clear improvements elsewhere in the court process, many 
of the causes of continued IDs, as identified in ‘Check’, still persist. Witness issues, 
motions of ‘not prepared for trail’ and unavailability of statements remain significant 
hurdles to clear. 

Other areas.  

In brief, more focus is required to re-examine the remaining causes of court continuations 
and potential improvements surrounding statement processing in light of process change 
already introduced within the WLCJP.  

10 CONCLUSION 
At the beginning of 2004, the Lothian and Borders Criminal Justice Board was given the 
task of building a structure which would ultimately provide a set of overarching aims and 
objectives for the entire criminal justice system. 

In order to do this, the Criminal Justice Board decided to try out a relatively new approach 
to managing the design and implementation of work.  The application of that approach, 
called ‘Systems Thinking’, they knew, required a fundamental reappraisal of the way in 
which the criminal justice system worked.  Procedures would need to be reviewed, new 
systems built, roles redesigned.  The Criminal Justice Board knew it would need to 

                                                           
19 The report submitted by the Project Team concerning the progress of the first 6-months of the implementation phase of the project.  
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question the assumptions which governed current practice and rethink these assumptions in 
light of what the criminal justice system was setting out to achieve. 

The Criminal Justice Board realised that each of the constituent organisations had 
instigated individual programmes of change addressing their own area of responsibility, 
yet were conscious that few of these changes had made a marked difference to the system 
as a whole.  The Criminal Justice Board knew that a complete change of thinking was 
required, one which would challenge the very roots of the organisations involved and that 
such challenge was likely to be painful at times. 

What was on offer at that time was the prospect of a real and lasting improvement to the 
criminal justice system, and an improvement which had the potential, not only to involve 
staff actively at all levels, but make their working lives more meaningful into the bargain. 

To achieve this, the Criminal Justice Board members undertook to address and to manage 
that process of monumental change. They commissioned the ‘Check’ process, which 
produced an in-depth understanding of the causal factors behind the performance of the 
criminal justice system in West Lothian. This gave a graphic direction of where to start to 
improve things.  They found out that: 

 Officers had little control over submission times, due to layers of checking and 
reliance on others to transmit; 
 None of this added to the report quality, but it all added to the time; 
 Officers were effectively writing reports to get through the checking, rather than to 

give the Procurator Fiscal what is required; 
 Only 54% of all police reports are marked for court by the Procurator Fiscal. 

Nevertheless, a full report was the only way for officers to conclude their enquiries; 
 Court appearances were statistically more likely to be unproductive than productive, 

across all diet types; 
 Information was available to strongly indicate the main reasons why this was true, 

for each diet type; 
 Morale was suppressed, across staff in the Criminal Justice partners, linked to a 

perceived inability to make positive change. 

Three years later, the Criminal Justice Board has seen their vision rewarded.  The criminal 
justice system in West Lothian can now boast of: 

 significantly reduced end-to-end times 
 dramatic reduction in continuations, across all court appearances 
 officers submit 86% of cases within the national 28-day target 
 recognition that 14% of cases can be appropriately dealt with by police adult 

warning 
 70% of all cases reaching conclusion within 3 months; 
 raised morale and a developing appetite for change. 

In other words, the Criminal Justice Board provided the focus through leadership by: 

 Establishing measurable goals, not targets; 
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 Ensuring that the appropriate people were involved in the improvement process and 
mobilising them; 
 Providing a framework for action; 
 Focussing attention on each aspect that got in the way of good quality service and 

re-designing it within an integrated system; 
 Providing the passion to try something different and inspire others; 
 Guiding the thinking of the Check and Redesign Teams and giving them the scope 

to decide how best to act in any particular situation; 
 Providing clarity 

They knew if they, as leaders, paid attention to the criminal justice system, others would 
too. 

11 RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is recommended that the Lothian and Borders Criminal Justice Board drive forward the 
improvements already achieved by: 

 Approving this report 
 Noting the expansion of the process in West Lothian 
 Supporting the arrangements for monitoring and improving the system in West 

Lothian 
 Agreeing that the report is circulated widely and publicised 
 Raising the Legal Aid issues with the National Criminal Justice Board (NCJB) 
 Providing clarity on how to move forward 
 Considering more weighty matters of structure, roles, measures, attitudes and 

whatever else helps or hinders the changes they seek and the progress made; 
 Confirming their overarching aims and objectives and establishing their 

responsibility for the whole criminal justice system; 

And this should be done by: 

 Reducing dependency on hierarchy to make things happen; 
 Creating an environment where staff collect and use data to improve performance; 
 Introducing visible performance measures relating directly to purpose; 
 Encouraging managers and staff across organisational boundaries to work together 

to solve process problems; 

Being totally committed to finding ways to make it all work based on a wholly different 
way of thinking. 
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1 Appendix A: Supporting Data 

1.1 CHARGES 

Crime Types 

The 1,397 cases on the WLP database contain 1,544 accused and 2,210 charges.  The 
breakdown as shown in Table 14. 

Charge Project  
Charges 

‘Check’  
Report 

RTA 31% 35% 
Breach of the peace 18% 15% 
Theft/Shoplift/Etc 15% 15% 
Assault 14% 11% 
Drugs 6% 8% 
Other 17% 16% 

Table 14: Breakdown of Charges 

These 5 charge types account for 83% of the charges recorded on the database (during the 
‘Check’ phase, the same five charges accounted for 84% of the charges examined). 

Offences per accused 

Although the proportion of accused with only one charge against them per case is not 
significant enough to cause any concern.   

 Project  ‘Check’  
Report 

1 charge 74% 63% 
2 charges 17% 18% 
3 charges 6% 10% 
4+ charges 4% 9% 

Table 15: Offences per accused 

1.2 ACCUSED 

The project recorded 1,393 SCRO numbers for 1,544 accused in 1,397 cases. As is clearly 
obvious from the table presented, below, there is no difference between ‘Check’ and project 
cases in terms of the number of accused per case.  

 Project  ‘Check’  
Report 

1 accused 91% 91% 
2 accused 7.7% 8% 
3+ accused 1.2% 1% 

Table 16: Accused per case 

 

1.2.1 Age and gender of accused persons 

Of the 1,544 accused, 342 (22%) are female and 1,202 (78%) are male. (In the ‘Check’ 
report, 17% of accused were female and 83% were male).  Again, the differences in the 
proportions represented in each age group between ‘Check’ and project cases are of no real 
significance.  
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Age of accused by range were: 
 Project 

Accused 
‘Check’  
Report 

5-14 0.1%   (1) 1% 
15-29 62.8% (969) 56% 
30-44 27.3% (422) 32% 
45-59 8.2%   (126) 9% 
60-74 1.4%   (21) 1.75% 
75+ 0.3%   (5) 0.25% 

Table 17: Age of accused 

1.3 POLICE REPORTING 

It is clear from Table 18 that the new process marked a significant improvement in officers’ 
ability to submit summons and undertaking reports within 28 days, as measured against the 
rest of the Division.  Looking at all comparable reports, officers on the project were 
submitting 81% within 28 days during the first quarter (when the project accounted for 18% 
of the reports submitted), compared with 52% for officers who were not part of the project. 
By the final quarter, this had increased to 87% within 28 days for project officers (now 
accounting for 60% of reports submitted by the Division), whereas officers not on the 
project were submitting only 65% of their reports within 28 days. 

  Sum Und Rep for Warrant Warn All Reps 
  Proj Non-Proj Proj Non-Proj Proj Non-Proj Proj Non-Proj Proj Non-Proj Whole Div 
Q1 55% 43% 95% 98% - 72% 70% - 81% 52% 57% 
Q2 83% 54% 99% 97% 100% 79% 93% 0% 94% 60% 67% 
Q3 67% 44% 98% 95% 76% 86% 94% 100% 84% 54% 67% 
Q4 72% 55% 100% 99% 88% 80% 92% 100% 87% 65% 78% 
Total 69% 48% 98% 97% 85% 79% 92% 75% 86% 57% 67% 
Q1 36/65 345/794 125/132 123/126 - 21/29 7/10 - 168/207 489/949 657/1156 
Q2 40/48 350/653 108/109 103/106 5/5 19/24 39/42 0/1 192/204 472/784 664/988 
Q3 125/168 196/446 175/178 87/92 13/17 5/29 60/64 2/2 373/445 310/569 683/1014 
Q4 157/217 150/274 223/224 73/74 22/25 10/15 69/75 1/1 471/541 236/364 707/905 
Total 358/516 1041/2167 631/643 386/398 40/47 77/97 175/191 3/7 1204/1397 1507/2666 2711/4063 

Table 18: Report Submission. Proportion of reports submitted within 28 days 
 

 
 Pre-

Exp. AR BT LV WH 

% completed within 28 days 87% 70% 89% 87% 85% 
Average no. of days to complete 14 19 14 14 14 
Upper Control Limit 43 61 39 42 41 
Number of reports created 592 103 207 436 142 

Table 19: End-to-end capability of the reporting process,  
by main F Division stations 
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1.4 MARKING 

    Assault BOP  Drugs RTA  Theft Other Total 
  Marking Proj Check Proj Check Proj Check Proj Check Proj Check Proj Check Proj Check 
 Percent of markings 

Sheriff 51% 46% 39% 30% 17% 18% 66% 54% 42% 42% 35% 28% 47% 41% Court 
  District 7% 6% 16% 11% 13% 4% 4% 17% 15% 15% 17% 12% 12% 13% 
Court Total 57% 52% 55% 41% 30% 22% 70% 71% 57% 56% 52% 40% 58% 54% 

Fiscal Fine 3% 6% 11% 14% 48% 21% 14% 16% 10% 8% 12% 12% 12% 13% 
Warning 16% 11% 12% 14% 7% 24% 1% 2% 11% 9% 3% 12% 8% 9% 
Other 12% 14% 5% 10% 2% 4% 2% 3% 1% 12% 8% 10% 5% 8% 

Non-
court 
  
  No Pro 12% 17% 18% 21% 13% 29% 13% 7% 21% 15% 26% 26% 17% 16% 
Non-court Total 43% 48% 45% 59% 70% 78% 30% 29% 43% 44% 48% 60% 42% 46% 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
 No. of accused 

Sheriff 99 584 108 534 10 159 234 2218 88 727 74 509 613 4731 Court 
  District 13 75 46 193 8 36 16 713 32 255 36 217 151 1489 
Court Total 112 659 154 727 18 195 250 2931 120 982 110 726 764 6220 

Fiscal Fine 5 75 30 245 29 188 50 671 20 142 25 218 159 1539 
Warning 31 142 33 250 4 208 2 86 23 158 6 222 99 1066 
Other 23 182 13 174 1 38 7 127 3 212 17 185 64 918 

Non-
court 
  
  No Pro 24 211 49 372 8 256 48 293 43 255 55 480 227 1867 
Non-court Total 83 610 125 1041 42 690 107 1177 89 767 103 1105 549 5390 
Grand Total 195 1269 279 1768 60 885 357 4108 209 1749 213 1831 1313 11610 

Table 20: Breakdown of Marking by crime type 

 
 Total LV BT WH AR BB,FH, LG, MC 
 % n % n % n % n % n % n 
Police Warning 14% 218 16% 166 13% 29 4% 6 13% 14 12% 3 
Sheriff 40% 613 39% 400 36% 81 43% 69 49% 52 42% 11 
District 10% 151 10% 99 9% 20 12% 19 10% 11 8% 2 
Fiscal Fine 10% 159 9% 95 17% 37 9% 14 9% 10 12% 3 
Fiscal Warning 6% 99 7% 69 6% 13 8% 12 4% 4 4% 1 
Diversion 3% 48 3% 35 2% 5 4% 6 2% 2 0%  
Petition 1% 11 1% 10 0%  1% 1 0%  0%  
Reporter 0% 3 0% 3 0%  0%  0%  0%  
Defer 0% 2 0% 2 0%  0%  0%  0%  
No Pro 15% 227 14% 138 17% 38 20% 32 12% 13 23% 6 
Total 100% 1531 100% 1017 100% 223 100% 159 100% 106 100% 26 

Table 21: Breakdown of markings by station 

 
             
Marking Group LV BT WH AR BB, FH,  

LG, MC 
Total LV BT WH AR BB, FH,  

LG, MC 
Total 

Sheriff 47% 42% 45% 57% 48% 47% 400 81 69 52 11 613 
District 12% 10% 12% 12% 9% 12% 99 20 19 11 2 151 
Fiscal Fine 11% 19% 9% 11% 13% 12% 95 37 14 10 3 159 
Fiscal Warning 8% 7% 8% 4% 4% 8% 69 13 12 4 1 99 
Diversion 4% 3% 4% 2% 0% 4% 35 5 6 2  48 
Petition 1% 0% 1% 0% 0% 1% 10  1   11 
Reporter 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 3     3 
DEFER 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 2     2 
No Pro 16% 20% 21% 14% 26% 17% 138 38 32 13 6 227 
Grand Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 851 194 153 92 23 1313 

Table 22: Breakdown of marking, by station, excluding police warnings. 
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Table 23: Breakdown of Charge by Report Type 
and Report Type by Charge.

 Und Sum 
R.  

War 
Pol 

Warn Total 
RTA 24% 52% 4% 0% 31% 
BOP 21% 12% 14% 25% 18% 
THEFT/SHOPLIFT/ETC 18% 8% 41% 23% 15% 
ASSAULT 15% 8% 19% 23% 14% 
DRUGS 4% 7% 0% 14% 6% 
OTHER 19% 14% 23% 15% 17% 
Grand Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
      
RTA 263 409 3   675 
BOP 237 91 11 58 397 
THEFT/SHOPLIFT/ETC 196 60 33 52 341 
ASSAULT 168 67 15 52 302 
DRUGS 40 55  32 127 
OTHER 209 107 18 34 368 
Grand Total 1113 789 80 228 2210 
      
RTA 39% 61% 0% 0% 100% 
BOP 60% 23% 3% 15% 100% 
THEFT/SHOPLIFT/ETC 57% 18% 10% 15% 100% 
ASSAULT 56% 22% 5% 17% 100% 
DRUGS 31% 43% 0% 25% 100% 
OTHER 57% 29% 5% 9% 100% 
Grand Total 50% 36% 4% 10% 100% 

 

25% of all drugs charges were dealt with by police adult warning, as were 17% of all assault 
charges and 15% of both theft related charges and Breach of the Peace charges. None of the 
RTA charges were dealt with by a police warning. 

52% of all cases reported by summons involved RTA offences and 69% of all RTA offences 
were reported by summons, adding weight to the argument that the proportion of accused 
reported on undertaking will not increase until a method is found for issuing undertakings on 
the street.   

Table 24: Breakdown of charges, by station

 LV BT WH AR 
BB, FH, 
LG, MC Total 

RTA 28% 32% 34% 44% 44% 31% 
BOP 15% 24% 24% 22% 8% 18% 
THEFT/SHOPLIFT/ETC 20% 5% 7% 4% 11% 15% 
ASSAULT 15% 9% 14% 11% 11% 14% 
DRUGS 6% 8% 1% 5% 11% 6% 
OTHER 15% 22% 19% 14% 14% 17% 
Grand Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
       
RTA 408 100 79 72 16 675 
BOP 227 76 55 36 3 397 
THEFT/SHOPLIFT/ETC 299 15 17 6 4 341 
ASSAULT 221 27 32 18 4 302 
DRUGS 86 25 3 9 4 127 
OTHER 227 69 44 23 5 368 
Grand Total 1468 312 230 164 36 2210 
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1.5 DIET OUTCOMES. 

1.5.1 Sheriff Court 

The Sheriff Court Service recorded 11,948 callings between 18th October 2005 and 29th 
September 2006. As Table 25 shows, the new system accounted for 10% of all callings over  

  New Sys Old Sys Total 
n. 562 2824 3386 

PD % 17% 83% 100% 
n. 370 3315 3685 

ID % 10% 90% 100% 
n. 131 1280 1411 

TD % 9% 91% 100% 
n. 113 2575 2688 

RD % 4% 96% 100% 
n. 33 745 778 

AW % 4% 96% 100% 
n. 1,209  10,739  11,948  

 Total % 10% 90% 100% 
Table 25: Breakdown of Sheriff Court Diets 

the period recorded. This includes 17% of all pleading diets, 10% of all intermediate diet 
callings, 9% of all trial diet callings and 4% of all remand diet callings. There were also 778 
callings after an accused had been arrested on warrant for non-appearance. Of these, the 
project accounted for 4%.  

1.5.1.1 Pleading Diets. 
Und Sum Total Und Sum Total Outcome2 Outcome % % % n. n. n. 

Proceed to Sentence 15 11 13 47 18 65 
Deferred for Licence / Printout 1 9 4 3 15 18 
Deferred for good behaviour    1  1 
Deferred sentence    1  1 
Adj for Reports 4  3 13  13 
Deferred for PA  4 2  8 8 
Accepted Not Guilty 1 1 1 2 2 4 

Positive 
Outcome 
 
 
 

Proceed to ID/Trial 61 25 49 196 40 239 
Positive Outcome Total 82 50 72 263 83 349 

New PD 2 28 11 7 47 54 
Call with other cases 1  1 4  4 
Deserted  1   1 1 
Not called 3 11 6 9 19 28 

Unwanted 
Outcome 

Warrant 11 11 11 36 18 54 
Unwanted Outcome Total 17 51 29 56 85 141 
Grand Total  100 100 100 319 168 490 

Table 26:Sheriff Court Pleading Diets – Project Accused 

 

Of the 562 new system pleading diets, 87% (491) related to accused appearing at a first 
calling. Over the 12 months recorded, these callings broke down as shown in Table 26.  

Overall, 22% of accused pled guilty at the first opportunity to do so - 18% of undertakings 
and 25% of summons accused. 49% of all accused pled not guilty and proceeded towards ID 
and trial – 61% of undertaking accused and 24% of summons accused. Potentially 29% of 
accused required a new pleading diet (either where a new pleading diet is arranged, where 
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deserted cases are re-raised or where accused are arrested on warrant) – 18% of undertaking 
accused and 49% of summons accused. In total, the outcomes of the callings for 71% of 
accused were positive from the perspective of the project objectives – 82% for undertaking 
accused, 51% for summons accused.  

Undertakings Summons 
Of the 36 warrants issued to those charged on 
undertaking: 

Of the eighteen warrants issued to those charged on 
summons 

o 7 accused appeared the same day and entered a 
plea of not guilty;  

o 3 appeared the same day and entered a guilty plea;  
o 2 accused appeared the day after the pleading diet, 

one pled guilty the other pled not guilty;  
o 2 appeared the following week, one pled guilty, the 

other not guilty;  
o 2 appeared two weeks later, both pled not guilty; 
o 2 appeared two weeks later, both pled guilty; 
o 4 appeared at a custody diet and pled guilty; 
o 3 appeared at a custody diet and pled not guilty; 
o 1 appeared at a custody diet and had a not guilty 

plea accepted; 
o 3 accused were invited to appear and duly did; 
o 1 had actually pled guilty by letter 
o 1 was currently in prison on a different matter; 
o 1 was not found and the warrant was cancelled.  
o Warrants for four accused remained live as at 30th 

Sept 

o 3 appeared from custody, 1 pled guilty, 2 pled not 
guilty 

o 1 appeared 2 weeks later and pled guilty; 
o 1 appeared 1 month later and pled not guilty; 
o 6 appeared through invitation; 4 pled not guilty, 2 

pled guilty; 
o 7 remained live as at 40th Sept. 

  
The outcome for 7 (2%) accused brought to the pleading 
diet via an Undertaking was a new pleading diet. The 
reasons were as follows: 

The outcome for 47 (28%) accused brought to the 
pleading diet via a Summons was a new pleading diet. 
The reasons were as follows: 

o One for discussion; 
o One for possible resolution; 
o 3 for further enquiries; 
o 1 for lack of instructions; 
o 1 due to no appearance from the accused 

o 26 to check service of copy complaint; 
o 8 lack of instructions; 
o 1 accused to seek legal advice; 
o 1 Fiscal to retrieve papers; 
o 2 for the personal appearance of the accused 
o 1 for the PF to contact the solicitor; 
o 1 for possible resolution; 
o 4 for further enquiries; 
o 2 for discussion 

 

 In comparison, of the 2,824 pleading diet callings within the old system, 58% related to 
summons and undertaking reports.  Of this 1,503, 93% were first callings. Of these 1,393 
callings, the breakdown of outcomes was as follows: 

 Outcome Und Sum Total Und Sum Total 
Proceed to Sentence 24 9 12 76 93 169 
Deferred for Licence / Printout 3 3 3 9 31 40 
Deferred for PA 0 6 5   65 65 
Deferred sentence 0 0 0   2 2 
Adj for Reports 4 2 2 14 20 34 
Accepted Not Guilty 1 1 1 2 6 8 

Positive 
Outcome 
  
  Proceed to ID/Trial 55 40 44 176 430 606 
Positive Outcome Total 87 60 66 277 647 924 

New PD 2 24 19 6 260 266 
Call with other cases 1 0 0 2  2 

Unwanted 
Outcome 
  To call before specific sheriff 0 0 0 1  1 
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 Outcome Und Sum Total Und Sum Total 
Def. for outcome of co-acc. 1 0 1 2 5 7 
Other Outcome 0 0 0   3 3 
Not called 3 4 4 8 48 56 

  

Warrant 7 10 10 22 112 134 
Unwanted Outcome Total 13 40 34 41 428 469 
Grand Total   100 100 100 318 1075 1393 

Table 27: Sheriff Court Pleading Diets – Non-project accused 

Overall, 22% (310) pled guilty at the first opportunity to do so – 31% of undertakings and 
20% of summons accused. 44% of all accused entered a plea of not guilty at the first 
pleading diet – 55% for undertakings and 40% for summons accused.  Potentially, 33% of 
all accused would require a new pleading diet – 12% of undertakings and 38% of summons 
accused.  

The outcome for 6 (2%) accused brought to the pleading 
diet via an Undertaking was a new pleading diet. The 
reasons were as follows: 

The outcome for 260 (24%) accused brought to the 
pleading diet via a Summons was a new pleading diet. 
The reasons were as follows: 

o 2 due to lack of instructions to the DA; 
o 1 for personal appearance; 
o 1 for discussion with the PF; 
o 1 for further enquiries; 
o 1 due to non appearance of the accused. 

o 130 (50%) to clarify service of copy complaint; 
o 64 (25%) due to lack of instructions to the Defence 

Agent; 
o 31 (12%) for further enquiry (motions equally 

submitted by defence and crown); 
o 10 (4%) for the personal appearance of the accused; 
o 9 (3%) for discussions with PF/DA; 
o 5 (2%) for possible resolution; 
o 5 (2%) to clarify the plea;  
o 6 (2%) other 

 

1.5.1.2 Intermediate Diets 

Of the 370 intermediate diet callings within the ‘new system’ 64% were first callings. Of 
these 235 callings, the breakdown of outcomes was as follows: 

Outcome2 Outcome Sum Und Total Sum Und Total 
Positive Outcome Sentenced 6% 17% 15% 3 32 35 
  Adj for Reports 0% 3% 3%  6 6 
  Deferred for GB 0% 3% 2%   5 5 
  Not Guilty Accepted 4% 2% 3% 2 4 6 
  Continue to Trial 32% 32% 32% 17 58 75 
Positive Outcome Total 42% 57% 54% 22 105 127 
Unwanted Outcome New ID 30% 26% 27% 16 48 64 
  New ID/Trial 8% 9% 8% 4 16 20 
  New Trial 0% 1% 1%   2 2 
  Not called 0% 1% 0%   1 1 
  Deserted 4% 1% 2% 2 2 4 
  Warrant 13% 3% 6% 7 5 12 
  Other Outcome 4% 2% 2% 2 3 5 
Unwanted Outcome Total 58% 43% 46% 31 78 108 
Grand Total   100% 100% 100% 53 183 235 

Table 28: Sheriff Court Intermediate Diets – Project Accused 

Overall, 20% of all accused pled guilty at the first intermediate diet calling – 10% of all 
summons accused, 23% of all undertaking accused. Potentially, 41% of all accused would 
require a further ID, either as a straight new ID, a new ID and trial or as part or in addition to 
an after warrant hearing. 
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7 summons accused were the subject of warrant orders. 
The outcomes were as follows:  

5 undertaking accused were the subject of warrant 
orders. The outcomes were as follows: 

o 1 Appeared the same day – outcome cont to trial; 
o 1 the warrant was cancelled and the accused 

appeared at the trial diet 
o 1 Appeared as a custody and had a new ID and Trial 

set; 
o 2 warrants were withdrawn; 
o 2 warrants were still live at 30th Sept. 

o 2 appeared after warrant the next day and pled 
guilty;  

o 1 Appeared as a custody 4 days later and pled guilty 
o 1 Appeared  one week later –new ID and trial dates 

were set; 
o 1 the warrant was cancelled and a new ID was set; 

20 (38%) summons accused required either a new ID or a 
new ID and trial. The reasons were as follows. 

66 (36%) undertaking accused required either a new ID, a 
new ID and trial or a new trial. The reasons were as 
follows: 

o 4 failure of the accused to appear at the diet; 
o 4 lack of preparation; 
o 3 no police statements; 
o 2 expert witness req; 
o 2 for further enquiry; 
o 1 to link try with co-acc; 
o 1 for legal aid issues; 
o 1 to cite witness; 
o 1 to discuss resolution with PF; 
o 1 reason not stated 

o 14 Not Prepared for Trial;  
o 14 Witness Issues; 
o 12 No Police Statements;  
o 6 Accused failed to Appear;  
o 2 accused ill; 
o 4 Legal Aid Issues;  
o 3 To discuss resolution with PF;  
o 1 Expert report required;  
o 1 Personal Appearance of co-accused;  
o 1 Principal agent ill;  
o 1 To view CCTV; 
o 7  Other Reason.  

 

In comparison, of the 3,315 intermediate diet callings within the ‘old system’, 46% were 
first callings. Of these 1,538 callings, the breakdown of outcomes was as follows (At this 
point, it is no longer possible to distinguish between case types – summons, undertakings, 
etc., - in the old system): 

 Outcome Total Total 
Positive Outcome Sentenced 10% 150 
  Adj for Reports 5% 82 
  Deferred for GB 1% 22 
  Not Guilty Accepted 2% 24 
  Continue to Trial 26% 395 
Positive Outcome 
Total   44% 673 
Unwanted Outcome New ID 31% 471 
  New ID/Trial 12% 183 
  New Trial 1% 9 
  Not called 1% 13 
  Deserted 1% 19 
  Warrant 10% 147 
  Other Outcome 1% 22 
  (blank) 0% 1 
Unwanted Outcome 
Total   56% 865 
Grand Total   100% 1538 

Table 29: Sheriff Court Intermediate Diets – Non Project Accused 
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663 (43%) accused required either a new ID,  a new ID and trial or a new trial. The reasons were as follows. 
 
o 174 (26%) Not prepared for trial; 
o 73 (11%) Accused failed to appear; 
o 61 (9%) Witness issues; 
o 53 (8%) Legal Aid issues; 
o 50 (8%) No statements; 
o 32 (5%) To discuss possible resolution; 
o 17 (3%) Further enquiries; 
o 14 (2%) Expert report required; 

o 13 (2%) Add to other cases; 
o 13 (2%) CCTV/Video evidence issues; 
o 11 (2%) Medical/Forensic report required; 
o 9 (1%) Co-accused issues; 
o 7 (1%) Accused ill; 
o 43 (6%) Other reason; 
o 93 (14%) Reason not recorded.  

 

1.5.1.3 Trial Diet 

Of the 131 Trial Diet callings within the ‘new system’ 82% were first callings. Of these 107 
callings, the breakdown of outcomes was as follows: 

Outcome2 Outcome Sum Und Total Sum Und Total 
Positive Outcome Sentenced 38% 29% 31% 9 24 33 
  Deferred sentence 8% 4% 5% 2 3 5 
  Adj for Reports 8% 8% 8% 2 7 9 
  Found not guilty 0% 10% 7%   8 8 
  Not guilty plea accepted 0% 7% 6%   6 6 
  Adj for completion of evidence 0% 2% 2%   2 2 
Positive Outcome 
Total   54% 60% 59% 13 50 63 
Unwanted Outcome New ID/Trial 21% 19% 20% 5 16 21 
  New Trial 13% 8% 9% 3 7 10 
  Not called 0% 2% 2%   2 2 
  Deserted 8% 8% 8% 2 7 9 
  Warrant 4% 0% 1% 1  1 
  Other Outcome 0% 1% 1%   1 1 
Unwanted Outcome 
Total   46% 40% 41% 11 33 44 
Grand Total   100% 100% 100% 24 83 107 

Table 30: Sheriff Court Trial Diets – Project Accused 

 
1 summons accused was the subject of a warrant order.  The accused appeared from Custody and pled guilty.  
8 (34%) summons accused required either a new ID and 
trial or a new trial. The reasons were as follows. 

23 (27%) undertaking accused required either a a new ID 
and trial or a new trial. The reasons were as follows: 

o 4 Witness Issues; 
o 2 Not prepared; 
o 1 Agent unable to conduct case; 
o 1 Lack of court time 

o 14 Witness Issues; 
o 2 An associated matter calling; 
o 2 Lack of court time 
o 1 Solicitor withdrew from acting; 
o 1 Accused claims to have amnesia and can’t instruct 

DA; 
o 1 For expert report 
o 1 not prepared; 
o 1 For discussion.  

 

In comparison, of the 1,280 Trial Diet callings within the ‘old system’, 62% were first 
callings. Of these 794 callings, the breakdown of outcomes was as follows: 

 Outcome Total Total 
Positive Outcome Sentenced 21% 169 
  Deferred sentence 7% 57 
  Adj for Reports 10% 81 
  Found not guilty 3% 27 
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  Not guilty plea accepted 3% 21 
  Adj for completion of evidence 0% 2 
Positive Outcome 
Total   45% 357 
Unwanted Outcome New ID/Trial 31% 243 
  New Trial 11% 88 
  No Fiscal 1% 5 
  Not called 0% 3 
  Deserted 6% 45 
  Warrant 4% 30 
  Other Outcome 3% 23 
Unwanted Outcome 
Total   55% 437 
Grand Total   100% 794 

Table 31: Sheriff Court Trial Diets – Non-Project Accused 

 
331 (42%) accused required either a new ID and trial or a new trial. The reasons were as follows. 
 
o 173 (52%) Witness Issues; 
o 51 (15%) Lack of court time; 
o 19 (6%) Not prepared; 
o 11 (3%) Accused ill; 
o 9 (3%) Accused absent; 
o 8 (2%) Co-accused issues; 

o 6 (2%) Agent unavailable; 
o 6 (2%) For further investigation; 
o 5 (2%) For discussion; 
o 4 (1%) Expert report required; 
o 4 (1%) No statements; 
o 35 (11%) Other reason  

 

 

1.5.1.4 Remand Diet 

Of the 113 remand diet callings within the ‘new system’ 64% were first callings. Of these 72 
callings, the breakdown of outcomes was as follows: 

 Outcome Sum Und Total Sum Und Total 
Positive Outcome Sentenced 48% 52% 51% 14 21 35 
  Deferred sentence 4% 5% 4% 1 2 3 
  Cont for GB 0% 12% 7%   5 5 
Positive Outcome 
Total   52% 69% 62% 15 28 43 
Unwanted Outcome Cont for reports 7% 12% 10% 2 5 7 
  To call with other cases 7% 5% 6% 1 3 4 
  Deferred for PA 4% 2% 3% 1 1 2 
  Cont for Sheriff 0% 2.5% 1.5%   1 1 
  New ID/Trial 7% 0% 3% 2  2 
  For agreed narration 4% 0% 1.5% 1  1 
  Other Outcome 4% 2.5% 3% 1 1 2 
  W/app issued 15% 7% 10% 4 3 7 
Unwanted Outcome 
Total   48% 31% 38% 12 14 26 
Grand Total   100% 100% 100% 27 42 69 

Table 32: Sheriff Court Remand Diets – Project Accused 

 

In comparison, of the 2,575 remand diet callings within the ‘old system’, 37% were first 
callings. Of these 961 callings, the breakdown of outcomes was as follows: 

Outcome2 Outcome Total Total 
Positive Outcome Sentenced 38% 368 
  Deferred sentence 3% 29 
  Cont for GB 6% 54 
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Positive Outcome 
Total   47% 451 
Unwanted Outcome Cont for reports 26% 251 
  To call with other cases 8% 80 
  Deferred for PA 4% 42 
  Cont for Sheriff 5% 47 
  New ID/Trial 1% 13 
  For agreed narration 0% 3 
  New RD 0% 1 
  Cont for PA to represent accused 0% 2 
  Other Outcome 0% 2 
  W/app issued 7% 67 
  (blank) 0% 2 
Unwanted Outcome 
Total   53% 510 
Grand Total   100% 961 

Table 33:Sheriff Court Remand Diets – Non-project accused 

1.5.2 District Court 

  New Sys Old Sys Total 
n. 204 981 1185 

PD % 17% 83% 100% 
n. 123 585 708 

ID % 17% 83% 100% 
n. 55 177 232 

TD % 24% 66% 100% 
n. 11 202 213 

RD % 5% 95% 100% 
n. 393 1945 2338 

 Total % 17% 83% 100% 
Table 34: Project cases as a proportion of all District Court callings 

 

1.5.2.1 Pleading Diet 

Of a total of 1,185 pleading diet callings at the District court, 834 (70%) were first time 
callings. Of these, 18% (153) were project callings and 681 were non-project callings. The 
breakdown of outcomes is shown in the table, below.  

   Project Non- 
Project 

Check 

 Und Sum Total   
No of First Callings 102 51 153 681 282 
      
Overall Positive Outcomes 68% 45% 60% 48% 48% 
Of which:      
Guilty Plea 25% 27% 26% 37% 32% 
      
Proceed to ID 43% 18% 35% 11% 17% 
      
Overall Unwanted Outcomes 32% 55% 40% 52% 52% 
Of which      
New PD 7% 25% 13% 25% 28% 
Not called 10% 18% 12% 18% 13% 
Deserted 0% 2% 1% 1% - 
Warrant 16% 10% 14% 7% 10% 
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Table 35: Comparison of outcomes at first Pleading Diet – District Court 

The main reason for the calling of a new pleading diet was to clarify the service of the copy 
complaint where the accused had not presented him/herself at the diet.   

1.5.2.2 Intermediate Diets 

Of the total of 708 callings at intermediate diet, 264 (37%) were first callings. Of these, 
project accused accounted for 55 (21%). Due to the limited number of project callings, the 
following breakdown relates to actual numbers of accused, rather than percentages.  

   Project Non- 
Project 

Check 

 Und Sum Total   
No of First Callings 44 11 55 209 80 
      
Overall Positive Outcomes 15 1 16 66 37 
Of which:      
Guilty Plea 4  4 32 14 
Proceed to Trial 10 1 11 32 22 
      
Overall Unwanted Outcomes 29 10 39 143 43 
Of which      
New ID 18 5 23 56 29 
New ID/Trial 5 1 6 36 6 
New Trial 2  2 2 1 
Not called 1  1 7 1 
Deserted 1  1 8 1 
Warrant 2 4 6 32 5 

Table 36: Comparison of outcomes at first Intermediate Diet – District Court 

The numbers involved at Intermediate Diet are too small for any serious analysis of the 
reasons for the unwanted outcomes. From the data that is available, the main indicators 
appear to be that in some cases the accused failed to appear for the diet, in others there were 
issues relating to the citation of witnesses and in others unresolved issues in relation to legal 
aid had caused the continuation. 

1.5.2.3 Trial Diet 

Of the total of 232 callings at intermediate diet, 143 (61%) were first callings. Of these first 
callings, project accused accounted for 35 (24%). Of these 35 callings, only 2 were as a 
result of the accused being reported by summons, the remainder were undertakings. Due to 
the limited number of project callings, the following breakdown relates to actual numbers of 
accused, rather than percentages.  

 
 Project Non- 

Project 
Check 

No of First Callings 35 108 33 
    
Overall Positive Outcomes 4 40 14 
Of which:    
Guilty Plea 2 22 7 
Found Guilty  4 1 
Found/Accepted not guilty 2 10 6 
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Overall Unwanted Outcomes 31 68 19 
Of which    
New ID 2   
New ID/Trial 13 24 9 
New Trial 7 21 1 
Not called 2 1 - 
Deserted 4 11 6 
Warrant 2 7 3 

Table 37: Comparison of first callings at Trial Diet – District Court 

Again, the numbers involved are too small for any serious analysis of the reasons for the 
unwanted outcomes. From the limited data available, it is clear that first callings at trial diet 
for project accused have not been a success. The main reason for continuations appears to 
revolve around the availability of civilian witnesses. Over the period measured, none of the 
project cases would appear to have been evidence led. 

1.5.2.4 Remand Diet 

Of the 213 remand diet callings in total, 99 (46%) were for the first time. Of these first time 
callings, project accused accounted for 7% (7).  Due to the limited number of project 
callings, the following breakdown relates to actual numbers of accused, rather than 
percentages. 

 Project Non- 
Project 

Check 

No of First Callings 7 92 36 
    
Overall Positive Outcomes 2 52 23 
Of which:    
Sentenced 2 51 23 
Cont for GB - 1 - 
    
    
Overall Unwanted Outcomes 5 40 13 
Of which    
New RD 5 36 10 
New ID/Trial - 2 - 
Warrant - 2 3 
    

Table 38: Comparison of first callings at Remand Diet – District Court. 
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2 Appendix B: COPFS Data Extraction 
 
 

No. Measure Main  
Stream 
Oct 05- 
Sept 06 

Sample  
Size 

Project  
Cases 
Oct 05- 
Sept 06 

Sample  
Size 

1 Time from incident reported to police to date passed to PF 
(Average Days per case) 49 5,237 33 1,232 

2 Time from incident reported to police to final Court Disposal 
(Average Days per Summary Subject) 138 2,272 101 595 

2a Time from incident reported to police to final Court Disposal 
(Average Days per Sheriff Summary Subject) 136 1,708 100 442 

2b Time from incident reported to police to final Court Disposal 
(Average Days per District Summary Subject) 145 564 105 153 

3 Time from caution & charge to date passed to PF (Average Days 
per case) 41 5,237 22 1,232 

4 Time from caution & charge to final Court Disposal (Average 
Days per Summary Subject) 133 2,272 94 595 

4a Time from caution & charge to final Court Disposal (Average 
Days per Sheriff Summary Subject) 130 1,708 92 442 

4b Time from caution & charge to final Court Disposal (Average 
Days per District Summary Subject) 143 564 102 153 

5 Time from date incident reported to police to date first marked by 
PF (Average days per Subject) 53 5,734 39 1,376 

5a Time from caution & charge to date first marked by PF  
(Average days per Subject) 45 5,734 29 1,376 

6 Time from Report received to date first marked by PF 
(Average days per Subject) 6 5,734 6 1,376 

7 Number of Accused with markings of No Proceedings  976 5,734 229 1,376 
7a % of Accused with markings of No Proceedings 17%  16.6%  
9 Subjects given an initial offer of FF or FP 1,311 5,734 166 1,376 
9a % of all Subjects given an initial offer of FF or FP 22.9%  12.1%  

9(i) Subjects given an initial offer of FF or FP who did not pay and 
were NFP 380 1,311 6 166 

9(i)a Subjects given an initial offer of FF or FP who did not pay and 
were marked for Summary Court 376 1,311 78 166 

9(i) b Total Subjects given an initial offer of FF or FP who did not pay 756 1,311 84 166 
9(i) c % of Subjects offered a FF or FP who did not pay 57.7%  50.6%  

9(ii) Subjects offered a non-court alternative (includes Diversion, 
Warning, referral to Reporter to the Children’s Panel) 486 5,734 147 1,376 

9(ii) a % of total Subjects offered a non-court alternative (includes 
Diversion, Warning, referral to Reporter to the Children’s Panel) 8.5%  10.7%  

9(iii) Subjects whose charges were associated with another case 48 5,734 7 1,376 

9(iii) a % of total Subjects whose charges were associated with another 
case 0.8%  0.5%  

9(iv) Subjects offered any non-court alternative (includes FF, FP, 
Diversion, Warning, to Reporter, associated with another case) 1,797 5,734 313 1,376 

9(iv) a 
% of Total Subjects offered any non-court alternative (includes 
FF, FP, Diversion, Warning, to Reporter, associated with another 
case) 

31.3%  22.7%  

10 Time from first marking to first calling 
(Average days per Summary Subject) 24.2 3,033 24.4 887 

10b Time from first marking to first calling 
(Average days per Sheriff Summary Subject) 15.9 2,368 19.9 673 

10c Time from first marking to first calling 
(Average days per District Summary Subject) 53.8 665 38.2 214 

11 
Average Time from first calling to Last (final) Summary Court 
Appearance 
(Average days per Subject) 

76 2,272 48 595 
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No. Measure Main  
Stream 
Oct 05- 
Sept 06 

Sample  
Size 

Project  
Cases 
Oct 05- 
Sept 06 

Sample  
Size 

11a 
Average Time from first calling to Last (final) Sheriff Summary 
Court Appearance 
(Average days per Subject) 

90 1,708 49 442 

11b 
Average Time from first calling to Last (final) District Summary 
Court Appearance 
(Average days per Subject) 

33 564 44 153 

12 
Number of Summary Accused where a guilty plea has been 
tendered at first calling (Pleading Diet, Undertaking, Custody, 
R/S) 

839 3,033 208 887 

12a % of Summary Accused where a guilty plea has been tendered 
at first calling (Pleading Diet, Undertaking, Custody, R/S) 27.7%  23.4%  

12(i) 
Number of Sheriff Summary Accused where a guilty plea has 
been tendered at first calling (Pleading Diet, Undertaking, 
Custody, R/S) 

588 2,368 148 673 

12(i) a 
% of Sheriff Summary Accused where a guilty plea has been 
tendered at first calling (Pleading Diet, Undertaking, Custody, 
R/S) 

24.8%  22%  

12(ii) 
Number of District Summary Accused where a guilty plea has 
been tendered at first calling (Pleading Diet, Undertaking, 
Custody, R/S) 

251 665 60 214 

12(ii) a 
% of District Summary Accused where a guilty plea has been 
tendered at first calling (Pleading Diet, Undertaking, Custody, 
R/S) 

37.7%  28%  

13 Time from 1st calling to final disposal for guilty pleas at 1st calling 
(Average days per Summary Subject) 25 763 10 184 

13a Time from 1st calling to final disposal for guilty pleas at 1st calling 
(Average days per Sheriff Summary Subject) 34 519 10 127 

13b Time from 1st calling to final disposal for guilty pleas at 1st calling 
(Average days per District Summary Subject) 6 244 9 59 

14 
Time from 1st calling to final court disposal for not guilty pleas at 
1st calling 
(Average days per Summary Subject) 

115 956 71 260 

14a 
Time from 1st calling to final court disposal for not guilty pleas at 
1st calling 
(Average days per Sheriff Summary Subject) 

115 899 69 206 

14b 
Time from 1st calling to final court disposal for not guilty pleas at 
1st calling 
(Average days per District Summary Subject) 

112 57 77 54 

15 
Number of Summary Accused where a not guilty plea has been 
tendered at first calling (Pleading Diet, Undertaking, Custody, 
R/S) 

1,419 3,033 422 887 

15a 
% of Summary Accused where a not guilty plea has been 
tendered at first calling (Pleading Diet, Undertaking, Custody, 
R/S) 

46.8%  47.6%  

15(i) 
Number of Sheriff Summary Accused where a not guilty plea has 
been tendered at first calling (Pleading Diet, Undertaking, 
Custody, R/S) 

1,349 2,368 347 673 

15(i) a 
% of Sheriff Summary Accused where a not guilty plea has been 
tendered at first calling (Pleading Diet, Undertaking, Custody, 
R/S) 

57%  51.6%  

15(ii) 
Number of District Summary Accused where a not guilty plea has 
been tendered at first calling (Pleading Diet, Undertaking, 
Custody) 

70 665 75 214 

15(ii) a % of District Summary Accused where a not guilty plea has been 
tendered at first calling (Pleading Diet, Undertaking, Custody) 10.5%  35%  

16 
Time from 1st calling to final court disposal for not guilty pleas at 
any calling 
(Average days per Summary Subject) 

123 1,145 77 316 
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No. Measure Main  
Stream 
Oct 05- 
Sept 06 

Sample  
Size 

Project  
Cases 
Oct 05- 
Sept 06 

Sample  
Size 

16a 
Time from 1st calling to final court disposal for not guilty pleas at 
any calling 
(Average days per Sheriff Summary Subject) 

122 1,052 75 253 

16b 
Time from 1st calling to final court disposal for not guilty pleas at 
any calling 
(Average days per District Summary Subject) 

128 93 88 63 

17 Number of Summary Accused where a not guilty plea has been 
tendered at any calling  1,703 3,033 527 887 

17a % of Summary Accused where a not guilty plea has been 
tendered at any calling 56.1%  59.4%  

17(i) Number of Sheriff Summary Accused where a not guilty plea has 
been tendered at any calling 1,585 2,368 435 673 

17(i) a % of Sheriff Summary Accused where a not guilty plea has been 
tendered at any calling 66.9%  64.6%  

17(ii) Number of District Summary Accused where a not guilty plea has 
been tendered at any calling 118 665 92 214 

17(ii) a % of District Summary Accused where a not guilty plea has been 
tendered at any calling 17.7%  43%  

18 Number of Accused whose cases were Continued Without Plea 
(CWP) at Pleading Diet 431 3,033 137 887 

18a % of Accused whose cases were Continued Without Plea (CWP) 
at Pleading Diet 14.2%  15.4%  

19 Average Time from first calling (PD or CU or UT etc.) to first 
Intermediate Diet (Days per Summary Subject) 75.7 1,502 49 459 

19a Average Time from first calling (PD or CU or UT etc.) to first 
Intermediate Diet (Days per Sheriff Summary Subject) 75.2 1,400 48.4 381 

19b Average Time from first calling (PD or CU or UT etc.) to first 
Intermediate Diet (Days per District Summary Subject) 82.8 102 52.2 78 

20 Number of Summary Accused where a guilty plea has been 
tendered at Intermediate Diet 534 3,033 136 877 

20a % Summary Accused where a guilty plea has been tendered at 
Intermediate Diet 17.6%  15.5%  

20(i) Number of Sheriff Summary Accused where a guilty plea has 
been tendered at Intermediate Diet 507 2,368 117 673 

20(i) a % Sheriff Summary Accused where a guilty plea has been 
tendered at Intermediate Diet 21.4%  17.4%  

20(ii) Number of District Summary Accused where a guilty plea has 
been tendered at Intermediate Diet 27 665 19 214 

20(ii) a % District Summary Accused where a guilty plea has been 
tendered at Intermediate Diet 4.1%  8.9%  

20b Number of charges where a guilty plea has been tendered at 
Intermediate Diet 1,310 6,207 302 1,675 

20c % of charges where a guilty plea has been tendered at 
Intermediate Diet 21.1%  18%  

21 Time from ID to Trial Diet (Average days per Summary Subject) 15.3 615 13.5 204 

21a Time from ID to Trial Diet (Average days per Sheriff Summary 
Subject) 15.3 574 13.4 169 

21b Time from ID to Trial Diet (Average days per District Summary 
Subject) 15.9 41 14.2 35 

22 Time from first Trial diet to Final Disposal 
(Average days per Summary Subject) 35 433 21 148 

22a Time from first Trial diet to Final Disposal 
(Average days per Sheriff Summary Subject) 37 393 21 117 

22b Time from first Trial diet to Final Disposal 
(Average days per District Summary Subject) 16 40 21 31 

23 Number of Summary Subjects where a guilty plea has been 
tendered at Trial Diet 385 3,033 129 887 
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No. Measure Main  
Stream 
Oct 05- 
Sept 06 

Sample  
Size 

Project  
Cases 
Oct 05- 
Sept 06 

Sample  
Size 

23a % of Summary Subjects where a guilty plea has been tendered 
at Trial Diet 12.7%  14.5%  

23(i) Number of Sheriff Summary Subjects where a guilty plea has 
been tendered at Trial Diet 359 2,368 114 673 

23(i) a % of Sheriff Summary Subjects where a guilty plea has been 
tendered at Trial Diet 15.2%  16.9%  

23(ii) Number of District Summary Subjects where a guilty plea has 
been tendered at Trial Diet 26 665 15 214 

23(ii) a % of District Summary Subjects where a guilty plea has been 
tendered at Trial Diet 3.9%  7%  

27 Number of Accused whose cases are Deserted Simpliciter 6 3,033 2 887 
27a % of Accused whose cases are Deserted Simpliciter 0.2%  0.2%  
29 Total number of summary warrants taken at Court 645  194  

30 Number of warrants granted at Pleading Diet/Undertaking 
(Subjects) 165  93  

30a % of warrants granted at Pleading Diet/Undertaking 25.6%  47.9%  
31 Number of warrants granted at Intermediate Diet 247  46  
31a % of warrants granted at Intermediate Diet 38.3%  23.7%  
32 Number of warrants granted at Trial Diet   31  5  
32a % of warrants granted at Trial Diet 4.8%  2.6%  
33 Number of Summary Accused NFP 433 3,033 101 887 
33a % Summary Accused NFP 14.3%  11.4%  
34 Summary Subjects still ongoing - Total 760 3,033 290 887 
34(i) Summary Subjects still ongoing – Sheriff Summary 659 2,368 229 673 
34(ii) Summary Subjects still ongoing – District Summary 101 665 61 214 

36 Range and average number of callings for Guilty pleas at 1st 
calling (Summary) 

Range =  
1 to 15 

Av = 2.2 
839 

Range =  
1 to 8 

Av = 1.7 
208 

36a Range and average number of callings for Guilty pleas at 1st 
calling (Sheriff Summary) 

Range =  
1 to 15 

Av = 2.6 
588 

Range =  
1 to 8 

Av = 1.8 
148 

36b Range and average number of callings for Guilty pleas at 1st 
calling (District Summary) 

Range =  
1 to 9 

Av = 1.3 
251 

Range =  
1 to 6 

Av = 1.3 
60 

37 Range and average number of callings for Not Guilty pleas 
Range =  
1 to 15 

Av = 4.1 
1,703 

Range =  
1 to 14 

Av = 3.6 
527 

37a Range and average number of callings for Not Guilty pleas by 
Sheriff Summary Subjects 

Range =  
1 to 14 

Av = 4.1 
1,585 

Range =  
1 to 14 

Av = 3.6 
435 

37b Range and average number of callings for Not Guilty pleas by 
District Summary Subjects 

Range =  
1 to 13 

Av = 4.4 
118 

Range =  
1 to 10 

Av = 3.8 
92 

38 Range and average numbers of callings for Summary Subjects 
who have reached a disposal  

Range =  
1 to 15 

Av = 3.1 
2,272 

Range =  
1 to 13 

Av = 2.8 
595 

38a Range and average numbers of callings for Sheriff Summary 
Subjects who have reached a disposal 

Range =  
1 to 15 

Av = 3.4 
1,708 

Range =  
1 to 13 

Av = 2.9 
442 

38b Range and average numbers of callings for District Summary 
Subjects who have reached a disposal 

Range =  
1 to 13 

Av = 2.2 
564 

Range =  
1 to 10 

Av = 2.7 
153 
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3 Appendix C: Project Hierarchy 
 

 Organisation Role 
Lothian & Borders Criminal Justice Board   
Sheriff Principal E. F.  Bowen QC, Lothian & Borders Chair 
Mr P. Tomkins, Chief Constable Lothian & Borders Police Member 
Mr M. Bonar, Area Director (East) Scottish Court Service Member (until April, 2006) 
Mr E. McQueen, Field Services Director Scottish Court Service Member 
Mr B. Gilchrist, Area Procurator Fiscal  COPFS Member (until December, 2005) 
Mr F. Mulholland, Area Procurator Fiscal COPFS Member (from January, 2006) 
   
West Lothian Criminal Justice Project, Project 
Board 

  

Mr C. Peebles, Director of Corporate Services Lothian & Borders Police Senior Responsible Owner 
Mr M. Bonar, Area Director (East) Scottish Court Service Senior Responsible Owner (until 

April, 2006) 
Mr E. McQueen, Field Services Director Scottish Court Service Member 
Mr W. Cowan, Area Business Manager COPFS Member (until August, 2005) 
Mr W. Comrie, Area Business Manager COPFS Member (from August, 2005) 
Mr A Linkston, Chief Executive West Lothian Council Member 
Mrs A Watson, Senior Solicitor & Depute Clerk West Lothian District Court Member 
   
West Lothian Criminal Justice Project, Project 
Team 

  

Mrs E. Flockhart Lothian & Borders Police Project Manager (to April, 2006) 
Ch. Insp. P. Thomson Lothian & Borders Police Project Manager (from April, 

2006) 
Mr M. Carroll Lothian & Borders Police Business Change Analyst 
‘Check’ Phase   
Mr J. Graham COPFS Senior Procurator Fiscal Depute 
Mr D. Lynn Scottish Court Service Sheriff Clerk 
Mr D. Newton Scottish Court Service Depute Clerk of Court 
Sgt. A Goar Lothian & Borders Police Police Sergeant 
‘Redesign’ Phase   
Sheriff W. Muirhead Linlithgow Sheriff Court Sheriff 
Sheriff P. Gillam Linlithgow Sheriff Court Sheriff 
Mr R. Stott COPFS District Procurator Fiscal 
Mr A. Cumming COPFS Procurator Fiscal Depute 
Representatives of the Local Faculty Linlithgow Sheriff Court Defence Agents 
Mr D. Lynn Scottish Court Service Sheriff Clerk 
Ms. E. McCluskie Scottish Court Service Depute Clerk of Court 
Mrs. A. Watson West Lothian District Court Senior Solicitor & Depute Clerk 
Ch. Insp. P. Thomson Lothian & Borders Police Police Chief Inspector 
Insp. R. Megaughlin Lothian & Borders Police Police Inspector 
Sgts W. Lowrie/K. Bendall  Police Sergeants 
PCs. C. Notman/R. Mackenzie Lothian & Borders Police Police Constables 
Mr P. Streater  West Lothian Council Criminal 

Justice Social Work Service 
Team Manager (Court and 
Assessment Team) 

Ms M. L. Probka West Lothian Council Criminal 
Justice Social Work Service 

Social Worker 
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